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Preface
!
What are our deepest desires? What is it that we wish if we reflect about the
meaning of our lives? Is it not that we wish that we leave this planet as a better place for
our family, our friends and the citizens of the world? Yet over the years, since the fall of the
Berlin wall especially, it is my feeling that we know better, understand more and yet we see
the social, economic, ecological, moral and political reality worsen. As if the world
prepared by Reagan, Thatcher and Gorbachev had taken a wrong turn. (I express here a
feeling from Gorbachev who told me his disappointment about the general direction the
world had taken after a new generation of world leaders had taken over from them.) As if,
against our better knowing and knowledge, we are taken on a slippery slope of systemic
degradation. Why? What are the deeper dynamics and forces that are at work and hold
the answers?
!
The film the blob expresses a similar sentiment to some degree in that it portrays
this creepy feeling that things are slowly but surely taken over and change for the worse.
The continued penetration of monetary thinking in all aspects of life which seeks to set a
price on everything, but knows the value of nothing. The feeling that we are the frogs
slowly being cooked to death. Would we come into this play from another planet we would
immediately jump off again.
!
Looking backwards in my own life, I can see a gradual build up of knowing and
understanding first through engineering, finance and business economics. This helped me
to have an international management career with Shell International in the field of finance
and the management of large projects. It gave me a first level understanding of how the
‘makable’ world functions and a perspective of cultural differences and their relevance. My
early retirement then allowed me to take distance, to tip toe into philosophy and thus
develop an external and metaphysical perspective. I roamed the world as consultant and
wondered how the process industry on a worldwide scale could loose in less than 20 years
the essence of their body of knowledge on project management, despite the
advancements of ICT and the ‘capturing’ of knowledge in sophisticated systems. In that
period I was also privileged to play around for a short while in the world of the rich and
super rich and became to understand just a little of their thinking, motivation and
dynamics. Then my orientation shifted towards system thinking and I got into systemic
work to discover and experience the continued wonderment around the clarity of system
constellations. Having a new research technology available helped to get clearer about the
deeper dynamics of systems and zeitgeist movements. The emerging question then
became, how to capture the different perspectives and how to tell the story of the forces
and dynamics that seem to drive current global reality? A reality that shows itself to most
people as being in different forms of crises!
!
Slowly but surely I started to see the workings of the global financial system as the
blob that shape shifts as it likes, yet the politicians are manoeuvred into a single corner
from which there is no escape unless they too start shape shifting. How this can be done I
make hopefully clear in the chapters to follow. When we look at the financial and political
world with some extra depth then we can start to see the complex logic at work. With that
knowledge we can try to grasp the nature of the dynamics and the dynamics of its nature.
!
If the shift could be made from an unconscious to a conscious logic then much
could change quickly. So I started to look for a positive complementary duality within the
financial reality, which I find expressed as a model in the children’s series: Barbapapa. The
parents of the seven different children are creative and use shape shifting as a supportive
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capacity for themselves and in the best interest of the family. I then realised that if the blob
could be interested in and or motivated by the interest of the collective, then its invisible
presence would be an extremely desirable quality and its workings could be a major force
of change for the good of humanity.
!
Looking back in 2011, I become aware of a paradox in myself and of my life: the
growth and deepening of my knowledge and understanding of the functioning of the world
came about whilst increasingly distancing myself from that very same world. So it was
about time that I wrote a book or otherwise put my ideas down, readable for the world. It
took an economics prize to finally trigger me into action.
!
Finally I would like to say that the world is in dire need of female money to
rebalance and create a stable and sustainable world. The interest of children combined
with the solution oriented attitudes of both parents, guarantees that a blob is transferred
and can become the benevolent source of power driving the change into a new reality. For
the how and why I suggest you read this book.
!
The ‘when’ question, largely depends on your own personal actions and on your
choices in the shops and ballot box.
!
In this book, now in front of you, I show my respect to the ‘trigger question’ by
making it a defined term: ‘The Question’ and I introduce two new words ‘Credt- money’ and
‘De-doubling’. All three you can find defined in the Glossary of terms in appendix I.
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Introduction
The economics prize as the trigger
“what is the best way for the economic process to be managed to provide the
soundest foundation for future growth and prosperity?”
!
This was the part of the WEP question that struck and triggered me into action. I
could see many people diving into the technicalities of the question but to me this was of
no interest. What interests me is a deeper dimension: the inner condition, the source, the
blank canvas or whatever we may call it. In my opinion any good professional can find the
best process and produce excellent results. The difference that makes the difference is the
depth and quality of connection with the fundamental truth of reality, a reality that feels like
wishing to emerge.
!
For me the purpose of this book has to be to bring out into the open the
understanding, needed to find the winning moves for nation states, connected through the
Economic and Monetary Union, in order to resolve the competitiveness problem which is
the key issue undermining the Euro. Under traditional thinking there is only one way and
that is the partial or complete break up of the Euro. However for me that is both a logical
and counter intuitive solution. When in London we attended the meeting at the Policy
Exchange about the Wolfson Economics Prize we heard that that they were looking for “a
lot more in depth thinking about economics and the crisis”. They had realised that the
economic establishment “had got it hopelessly wrong” and that there was a “large
misunderstanding about the nature of the crisis”. One of the aims of the prize was to
improve the quality of the discussion on the subject. To finalise, one of the judges, a wise
and realistic macro economist, suggested that non-economist might well do better than his
own profession had done so far and that they were thus encouraged to participate.
From the selected shortlist we can see that the ‘what’ and ‘how’ solutions have been
chosen over the deeper analysis, sensing and listening. It is my hope that this book is for
you: a true winner, despite the fact that it could never have won the prize.
Theory-U and the blind spot
!
In management and leadership we have become familiar with deepening our look
from the surface towards the under lying process that is being used. The place within or
around us where our intention and attention originates remains however hidden. It is
generally speaking our blind spot. It is not only our personal blind spot but it tends to be
also our collective blind spot.
!
I’ve been working for a number of years with collective fields and consciously
worked with and around the domain of the unknown and known unknown. What highly
interests me is the source of our actions and the place of our driving forces. They seem to
be the place from which stem core processes that are linked, in equal terms, to the past as
we know it and the future as it emerges. Perhaps it brings even more than that.
!
Therefore the questions about the Euro or EMU or the nature of the crises is only of
interest and likely to produce transformational change if we connect up with these deeper
parts of the ground we walk on and the patterns that structure our thinking. The Theory-U
of Otto Scharmer gives an encouraging theoretical framework to this journey of deep
sensing, looking and listening.
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Our journey: this book
!
If we are simultaneously interested in the results, the process and the source,
duality just does not seem very practical any more. ‘Either or’ thinking does not allow us to
hold that third perspective in view. Hence I introduce in chapter one triality and a modified
invisible hand to help us to always keep in mind a third perspective. In our investigation of
the question we come to the important paradox between growth and prosperity the
resolution of which slowly emerges throughout this book.
!
In chapter two we take a look at the deeper implications of aspects of our current
financial system, why it works as it works. We end this journey by bringing us back to two
fundamental truths. The first: The current debt based financial system freezes us in a
scarcity mindset. The second: Money is nothing more and nothing less than a promise for
the other half of a transaction.
!
Chapter three takes the other half of a transaction as the starting point and dives
into the dynamics, history and current day examples of Complementary Currencies. We
explore the different nature and the fundamental dynamic of a Credt based financial
system and how it leads us to an economy of abundance thinking. Most importantly it
provides the basic thinking for the resolution of the ‘competitiveness problem’ which is at
the heart of the Euro crisis.
!
In chapter four we make a few moves to unscramble different fields of economics
and make some suggestions as to how these could help each other to get economics back
on track and make it serve society again as it initially was intended. We warn that
economic theory based on the premise of scarcity is irrelevant in the world of abundant
money. To bring economics back to a sound foundation we propose a renewed strong link
with philosophy to encourage the asking of the relevance question.
!
The fifth chapter dives into history and the future, the individual and the crowd, the
ego and the masses in order to get a feel for the larger dynamics of our time and a
perspective of what it is we seem to be in the middle of. The Birth of a Three-layered
Society. A perspective that can help us see the boundary and system conditions that help
us to make sense of our world today.
!
In chapter six we take ‘Shape Shifting’ between capital and cash flow as the image
and model to question some of the collective beliefs that are used by bankers and
politicians to keep us locked in their current paradigm. We suggest de-doubling as a path
to new insights and uncovering new actions and policy options. The major one being here:
make from the Euro a success and stop imposing unnecessary suffering on the economy
by being stuck in your mono money world.
!
The last and seventh chapter places the question around the Euro first in a global
context of urgency. Then we propose measures to reconnect the real economy with a
financial system designed to serve it. Then we again propose to untangle current reality by
separating and isolating off the hitherto connected roles of money: Store of value; Medium
of Exchange and Standard of Value. All three roles must be played as separate boundary
conditions within which the real economy can function in a durable fashion. The three
functions can no longer be combined into one, to give the financial sector the mechanism
to exploit the world.
If you are an explorer by nature you might want to read the book in the sequence as
!
written. By the time you have read chapter 6 you will probably know what your
action ideas are and you can then compare them with the answers as I formulated them in
chapter 7. If you are a pragmatist, you probably prefer to read chapter seven first to see
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were it all ends and then you select the chapters you wish to read. Which ever way you
choose to go, please do not skip chapter 5. For economists, chapter 4 is a must.
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1. Invisible Hand - What, how, and where to
!
In this chapter we step into the world by shaking hands with Adam Smith and John
Nash. We then look at crisis as the current state of the world, and have a conversation
about Plato and Aristotle to discover triality. We continue with history as a source of
inspiration and allow a fast-forward movement to show us how we came to competition
and have now arrived at the doorstep of an age of co-operation. Strengthened by that
perspective we take a detailed look at different aspects hidden in The Question. The key
point emerging is the fact that we must see Growth and Prosperity together as a real
paradox.

1.1 The modified Invisible Hand
!
Adam Smith, one of the founding fathers of modern economics is reputed to have
introduced the ‘Invisible Hand’ for divine intervention, as the hidden guide that works in
economics to find, based on self interest, the state of equilibrium. For market forces it
establishes something as ‘the right price’. If we all act in our best self interest we will
achieve the best possible results. While this might have been a good piece of advice to set
us on the path of the Industrial Revolution, John Nash showed us the fallacy in this
thinking, he proved that the best results were actually achieved if every individual acts in
his/her best interest AND in the best interest of the collective, making the modified
statement something like:
The best results are obtained if we go for the best results
for us as a person and for the community at large.
!
It is this modified hand we would like to shake here, and we would like to collect the
less familiar backstage views and perspectives that make it possible to understand more
deeply ‘the play at hand’. Based on these views we hope to make some suggestions as to
the different directions the players could choose to go. By doing so we hope to find some
meaningful approaches and telling answers to what in the coming book I will refer to as:
“The Question”!
1.2 The crisis, what crisis? A system crisis!
!
The Chinese word for crisis is built up of two components: Danger and Opportunity.
Whilst not negating the immanent dangers my prime objective in this book is to explore
and uncover the opportunity side of the crises.
!
In this book the systemic view is taken to mean a trans-disciplinary and integrative
perspective. In other words, it takes the insights from a range of different disciplines and
attempts to integrate them.
Without further proof or illustration I postulate the statement:
The fact that the economic, financial, ecological and other crises linger on
and occur simultaneously, tells us that we are dealing with a systemic crisis.
Such a crisis cannot be fixed or resolved with the same thinking with which it is perceived,
but invites us to engage with the deeper realities that underpin these crises. It asks us to
take a fresh look at the level of truth of our understanding and our framing of the world as
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we perceive it. From all of this could emerge new understanding, new approaches and
new models to help us survive, prosper and reach the next level of understanding,
knowing, civilisation and consciousness.
!
If we allow the EMU project to collapse it will cause an unstoppable chain of
disastrous events. Not only on an EU but also on a world scale.
!
It is my belief that if we reach a level of new understanding it will become relatively
clear what the strategies and tactical plans should be that need to be developed and what
the decisions are that need to be taken.
1.3 The Platonian and Aristotelian view as a path to triality
!
Since the debt crisis in the EMU erupted in Greece it seems appropriate to start
looking at the Greek situation for the first clues for current-day solutions. Could it be that
the current Greek drama offers Europe and the rest of the world an opportunity for
accelerated learning?
!
In Greek philosophy there were two major approaches to thinking. One more
oriented towards the inner world and one more directed towards the outer world. It is in the
spirit of the current time that I seek to connect those opposing views with the purpose of
demonstrating that they are in fact jointly giving a supporting context to allow us to move
from a dualistic towards a trialistic perspective. Always in the search for that third position
that may illuminate, the hitherto unseen positions.

!
Plato had a rather mystical approach to knowing as a basis for his world view in
which all knowing was in essence a kind of ‘re-membering’ with the essential idea. In that
sense Plato can be seen as the father of the spiritual or religious science. The Jungian
idea that archetypical images from the collective can manifest themselves in dreams can
be taken as a modern form of Platonian thinking. Platonian thinking can be seen as a form
of mystical thinking that makes use of intuitive moods, colours and tones which are
supposed to reside in the depth of our souls. It is the wonderment about these that creates
ideas that bring us to future actions. In C. Otto Scharmer’s U-theory1 this would be the
path of the open Will via the open Heart to the open Mind. It is with this kind of reasoning,
which in the traditional sense is not necessarily sound reasoning, that I approached The
Question.
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!
Aristotle on the other hand directs his metaphysical thinking towards matter and
objects. He finds the essence of things as already incarnated in things and beings.
Aristotle provides us with the foundations for the phenomenological view which oriented
toward the material world gives us the justification for the modern scientific approach
which seeks through thorough observation and measurements to find the essential idea of
that form. Aristotle seen in this light could be taken as the father of modern science.

!
Up till now we have kept those forms of thinking separate. However, the painter
Rafael painted during the Renaissance “The School of Athens”. In which he depicted Plato
with a red stole and his hand pointed upwards and Aristotle with a blue stole and his hand
pointing downwards. Both come through an arch as if indicating a new space in which this
connection can take form as the new system layer in our society accompanied by a more
triality based approach to reasoning. The birth process of this three-layered society we
describe in chapter 5.
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!
If we accept this as a specific development of our time then a lot of our economic
thinking, its laws and basic assumptions need to be revisited as they can no longer be
taken for granted as being automatically correct. Trialistic thinking opens up and activates
new dimensions, perspectives and actionable ideas.
!
Before we will try to answer The Question it feels like a good idea to look at the
foreground and background, which might tell us something about the real origin of the
Question. What paradigm, what value system, what knowledge perspective, what
emotional state, what future perspective and what else could be present to make us ask
such a question? What are the really important questions hidden in the background?
1.4 A History of the Current Systems: the path back to co-operation
!
Let us take a look at history with a systems perspective. To do this I use an
abbreviated chapter from a note I wrote in 2004 about the future of work with the subtitle:

-Towards a new work ethicBy: Joseph van Keulen; Brussels 2004
!
In this note society moves through four development stages from Hunter-Gatherer
to Agriculture to Industrial to the emerging world of the Information Age. This emerging
world appears to be a world of open systems with increasing complexity, connectivity and
could well become the theatre for an ever-unfolding human-ness. There are three
transitions to move through the stages and at every transition an explosion of creativity
occurred filling the free space created by the new phase of innovation. The creativity
produced not only new content but also allowed the unfoldment of new ideals and forced
the development of new forms of societal infrastructure. The movement always as a dedoubling of ideas and concepts. What was ‘one’ is split into ‘two’, leading towards two
separate set of consequences and possibilities.
!
A key idea that had to be invented at the dawn of the agricultural age was the idea
of ownership and its corollary security and defence the combination of which we now know
as competition. The operative word behind it is protection. The move back from
competition to co-operation which we are now making in the transformation of the
industrial age towards the information age brings the need for protection again to the
foreground. Protection in its essence means clarity of boundaries and respect for own and
each others boundaries. Further on in this book we will see that this is at the heart of
resolving our economic, political and financial questions.
!
Having mastered in the industrial age the challenges of maintaining a balance
between production and consumption (distribution, sales and marketing) as well as a
tentative balance between private and state, a temporary state of full employment
appeared which seemed to provide the new ideal of a prosperous balanced and stable
society. It appeared to be an ideal situation in which paid work and employment were the
primary drivers that seemed worth fighting for. To this very day desperate attempts are
being made to hold on to this idea, the rationale for it deriving from the idiosyncrasies and
system dynamics of our current financial system.
!
However the essence of the information age is that creativity is again unleashed in
an exponential fashion and makes something extraordinary happen: Information that was
hitherto scarce becomes more and more abundant. Technology continues to develop and
this creates a gap between the available technology and applied technology which has
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opened a window of opportunities and a strong driver for permanent change. The pool of
development potentialities can increasingly be seen as the engine of an economic
transformation process. I prefer to talk here of transformation as it is more and more about
increasingly complex processes of form transformation and not so much a quantitative or
volume oriented growth.
!
Growth is, however, still very much in the foreground and in the mindset of the
money system. It is perhaps fair to say that it was the global money system that first
enabled the construction of a system of abundance. Scarcity, the cornerstone of economic
thinking in the industrial age has disappeared from the global banking world and a new
challenge is born. Now a financial system working within the mindset of abundance is
acting with (and some believe still serving) a real economy world that is solidly rooted in
scarcity thinking.
!
At the same time this exponential growth in technology initiates a global process of
dramatic changes. It takes politicians, individuals, for-profit and not for-profit organisations,
communities, regions, countries and continents through accelerated learning and
adaptation processes. Where this will all lead to, remains to be seen. The developments in
the knowledge society are still in its early stages so a historic analysis can not yet be
written. What is however possible is to make a future-oriented analysis and look for trends
and underlying developments. Intelligently sensing the possibilities that present
themselves can give support in decision making. It is one of the purposes of this note to
explore with you a few small steps into this new territory. At this stage we can already
summarise a few things about the information age: it is about shifting from ‘either - or’ to
‘and - and’ thinking, from competition to co-operation, from closed- to open-systems, from
scarcity to abundance. I would like to conclude this section with the phrase:
In a world of scarcity more is better,
in a world of abundance enough is enough!
If we now take this historic journey together in a single picture we can see a sort of U
shape2 emerging.
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!
The physical reality of the Hunting and Agriculture age is mirrored around the
vertical axis with the idea world of the Information and Industrial age. Agriculture and
Industrial both competition based are mirrored on the horizontal axis with Hunting and
Information both co-operation based. In order to un-do the need for Protection created as
the corollary of competition, new forms of boundary issues need to be resolved to allow a
peaceful coexistence of co-operation and competition in a three-layered society (see
paragraph 5.7).
1.5 Analysing The Question: Growth or Prosperity a matter of perspective
The Wolfson Economics Prize Question MMXII is:
“If member states leave the Economic and Monetary Union, what is the best way for
the economic process to be managed to provide the soundest foundation for the
future growth and prosperity of the current membership?”
1.5.1 “If member states leave the Economic and Monetary Union”?
!
In view of the current reality (around Christmas 2011) as reported in the media this
seems a highly relevant question. Relevant as, reasoned from the reality of existing
markets, it appears logical to ask the question and logical to assume it to be a realistic and
some would say probable possibility. Seen from a different perspective or logic, the picture
might appear to be the complete opposite. So the first question to be asked here is: are we
in a world with multiple logics and if so which logic gives what perspective? Where do we
choose to stand to make our personal choice and the associated best one for the
community? My choices are given in chapter 7.
1.5.2 “The best way”?
!
This best way, if definable at all, will remain to be dependent on the perspective
from which we choose to answer the question. In this book I will try to open the question to
a few different perspectives. The best answer for you can only be formulated once you
have made your context and sphere of interest known. The general rule however remains
the Adam Smith statement as modified by John Nash: The best results are obtained if we
go for the best results for us as a person and for the community at large.
1.5.3 “ The economic process to be managed”!
!
This smells like the idea of a make-able world as if we could know what to do and
could just do and fix it. To me this is a way of thinking which deserves to be buried with
great respect and be given a monument for services rendered. It was tremendously helpful
to develop our industrial thinking and has greatly contributed to our ability to raise the
standard of living in our society and lift the world out of its feudal structures. But we need
to bury this concept fast because we risk re-creating a new feudal reality based on the
emotional slavery of compulsive consumption. However ‘the economic process to be
managed’ also asks the leadership question: What style of leadership? The linear,
directive and result-oriented masculine style or is it the facilitative style which creates and
protects fiercely the conditions and boundary structures within which ‘that what wants to
take form’ and wants to be born gets the space, time and nourishment it needs before it
can be exposed into a wider world. Perhaps we need both these styles of leadership. If so
then some knowledge of Theory-U might be helpful as it honours the analytical (closed)
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thinking approach and leads us towards the understanding of the reverse logic of
emerging realities so we may learn, as Otto Scharmer phrases it: To lead from the Future
as It Emerges.
1.5.4 “To provide the soundest foundation”
!
For me the soundest foundation is simply to go back to basics. That is the exchange
of goods and services for an individual and for the community at large. The systems we
design and build should do just that whilst we remember that regulations are simply
retroactive corrections of inherent system flaws. A well-designed aircraft or super tanker
has all required functionality built in. Why would this not hold for economic and financial
systems? For me a last and important note here is the consideration that the community
consists of a great diversity of people with a wide range of potential and possibilities. It is
thus important that society creates and reserves space for every individual to participate in
the economic reality within the boundaries of his or her capabilities and willingness.
1.5.5 “For the future growth and prosperity”
!
What approach shall we take here? Do we take the view that growth and prosperity
are almost synonymous? Do we see these two things as totally different animals or do we
see them even as a paradox?
!
Do we see growth in the current global context as an absolute must or do we see it
primarily as a form of economic cancer? Why do we call body cells that continue to grow
cancerous and simultaneously claim that continuous economic growth on a finite planet is
a necessity? In short here we have a very substantial issue that points towards the heart of
economic and political speech and thinking. It probably needs some liberal philosophising
to sort ourselves out and establish our preferred perspectives. I for myself consider this an
important dilemma that I prefer to approach from the prosperity perspective and with an
‘and - and’ attitude.
1.5.6 “Of the current membership”.
!
This points towards a group and collective some of which might consider
themselves to be more ‘in’ it, others might feel more on the periphery and thus more ‘out’
of it. If we look at the development of technology at the most successful businesses and at
the rapid changes and development in the social media then it all points towards the
development of all sorts and kinds of virtual and real forms of community. Be it
Communities of Practice (CoP), of Interest (CoI), of Research (CoR), of this, of that and of
the other. The central feature is to give credit to the notions of ‘that which connects’ and
the reality of the connection. Membership is thus probably more than just a legal form. In
fact the EMU has become and is already more a community than it is probably aware of.
At the same time ‘membership’ can thus be a legal status on the basis of which financial
and other markets can take positions.
1.6 Back to the world of EMU
!
From a societal view the whole question is much more complex and far reaching.
The overall movement in society is one of increased connectivity, which most likely will
result in increased interwovenness regardless of the legal positions taken by politicians
and markets. An interesting question might just be what is the synergy in the membership
and the synergy of the cooperation between the members. If the weak members keep the
Euro weaker then they all benefit as the Euro block is in a better position to deal with other
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monetary blocks and as a result the whole is more successful. A healthy community needs
domains that are still developing as well as domains that have reached a mature state.
!
Maintaining, appreciating and where necessary protecting against premature and or
unjustified attacks is important for the future and long-term health of that community. A
child that has made a grave mistake might be punished, but the punishment must be less
than the severity of the offence in order to strengthen the sense of belonging and to
support the further development of mutual respect. If the community would treat Greece
like this, the outcome would be to have a strong member on the South eastern flank of the
European continent. Taken from the female leadership perspective the questions could be:
What is the nature of the boundary and what should be ‘in’ and ‘out’ and what needs
protection and or be removed? How permeable should social, legal, financial and cultural
boundary conditions be?
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2. Debt money - And all that comes with it
!
In this chapter we will take a look at some of the system drivers in the world of
global finance. Effects of single focus on efficiency, interest in a closed world community
and the right place for TVM (time value of money) serve as an introduction to looking
deeper into the nature of money and associated dynamics. We then look at the counter
cyclical dynamics of debt money and how the combination creates a neat model of what
could be called emotional slavery. We then bring back into focus the fact that money is
only half a transaction, the understanding of which can lead us to a world of scarcity or
abundance.
2.1 Single focus on efficiency (profit) is a sure way to system collapse
!
Lessons from systems theory, complexity and information theory and
thermodynamics teach us that economies, like living organisms are forms of complex
systems that behave in quite predictable ways. Economies are circulating networks
consisting of millions of businesses and billions of customers exchanging different
products and services that will satisfy the needs of all its participants if the system
functions well. The existence of parallel patterns explain why energy-flow concepts apply
not only to natural- but also to economic-systems. Decades of study of natural ecosystems
have led to the understanding of how a network structure affects the long-term viability of
an ecosystem, which is determined by its balance between efficiency and resilience.
Efficiency is a measure for the ability of a system to process large volumes of relevant
flows of matter, energy or information.
!
Resilience is a measure for the ability of a system to recover from a disaster or
disturbance. More precisely defined: “Resilience is a networks reserve of flexible fall-back
positions and diversity of actions that can be used to meet the exigencies of novel
disturbances and the novelty needed for on-going development and evolution 3”
!
Two key variables related to resilience are therefore: Diversity (different type of
agents acting as nodes in a network) and Interconnectivity (number of pathways between
agents). The key point of all this is that nature finds an often-narrow balance between the
opposing effects of efficiency on the one hand and resilience formed by the combination of
diversity and interconnectivity on the other. A system steered solely for efficiency is thus
“an accident waiting to happen” and is on an assured path to system collapse.
!
This is not only true for financial systems but also for economics in general. To give
an example, a town or region that has only one big employer will find it harder to adapt
when this one employer goes under, than towns or regions that have many large and
medium-size businesses. The systemic solution to our financial system crisis and our
monetary crisis must therefore be to increase the resilience of both the financial and
monetary systems.
!
The relative loss in efficiency is then a price to be paid, and in many cases that loss
also represents a new business opportunity for hitherto unused technology. Increasing
resilience means to enlarge the diversity of financial systems and to widen the diversity of
money types. Thus allow and or create several types of currencies to circulate in the
economy to facilitate the exchange amongst people and businesses. Breaking up the Euro
into a number of different currencies would indeed increase the diversity but have gigantic
associated institutional, legal and social consequences. It appears a better strategy to
seek to implement a combination of measures that increase the diversity of financial
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system actors and institutions (like adding WIR banks) and the diversity of money through
the stimulation of a wide range of complementary currency initiatives.
2.2 Banking on a finite planet and the role of interest
!
The development of the global economy and the strong emergence of the BRIC
countries have largely completed the network of banks to cover the entire planet. In a way
it has become a network of mutual connections that de facto works as a closed system. If I
withdraw money then the same money will most likely be deposited in other banks so it
does not change the amount of money in the banking system. The only moneys that are
outside the banking system are the cash-held moneys. Statistically speaking those
amounts are very stable and in comparison also very small. So for all intents and purposes
we could look at the banking system as a single bank through which virtually all money on
planet earth circulates. It is like blood circulating through a body.
!
In the middle ages when there was an indication of high blood pressure or high
fever a surgeon would get his little beasts and perform a blood letting to reduce the
amount of blood in circulation. All this in the best interest of the patient. Nowadays we
would consider such practices barbaric and yet that is what the banking system does to
the global economy through the charging of interest. The effect of interest is that the
circulation of money through the economy is, through external intervention, systematically
reduced. It thus is a mechanism that creates structural shortages and maintains artificially
the idea of shortage. As a result there is a need perceived that we must drive the system
and are obliged to continue to push the barriers in order to overcome the shortage, which
we never will as the bias is structural. So, if we wish to have a durable and sustainable
economy, one of the things we need to do is to put an end on the practice of charging
interest and go back to the early Christian idea and the Islamic practice of not allowing the
charging of interest.
!
Many will now react that this is not possible, is unjustified and spells disaster. All
these objections might have some truth in them and point at serious consequences that all
need to be addressed as part of an overall global finance system re-design. However let
us not forget that the invention of interest was a trick invented by bankers to appease
angry citizens and stop early forms of ‘run on the bank’. The result was that all good and
saving citizens became brothers and sisters in ‘crime’.
!
The biggest challenge for resolving the current dilemmas will be to separate the
roles of money as circulation medium and that of store of value (see paragraph 7.6).
I suspect that looking at the knowledge base of business economics we might get some
early ideas about how to solve these dilemmas.
2.3 Time value of money! The right thing in the wrong place
!
In this paragraph I will look at the well-known, universally accepted and valued
concept of TVM (time value of money) which is used by all business economists. I will
make the case that the concept is correct but only appropriate to one function of money:
the means of circulation (cash-flow).
!
Present-day-value calculations are used to help us flatten the world into a twodimensional space in which we can take simple decisions that can be handled by
calculating devices and fed into economic models for further optimisation and or decisionmaking. By reducing the dimensions to two the calculus projects us neatly in the ultimate
duality of current-day finance: capital versus cash-flow.
!
The net effect is that it gives a linear ordering and a kind of hierarchy in what are, in
essence, cyclical elements. It devalues the future and creates an artificial but permanent
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preference for the short term over the longer term, instant gratification over longer-term
wellbeing, consumption over investment. Observed from a little more distance it helps to
create the practical illusion of artificial shortage and ridicules abundance thinking.
!
However if we do a reality check we can see that cash-flow plays in the here and
now, that cash-flow today allows action and is thus more valuable than cash-flow
tomorrow. So the TVM concept is very useful and practical here. Time value at work can
be seen in a demurrage currency. See my proposals in chapter 7.!
!
If we look at capital we are mostly interested in the long term. Capital in the future is
worth more than it is now because we want to be sure that by the time we need to call on
our capital it is worth something. Hence capital in the future has an implicit time value
increase. An artificial reversal of that role, through the TVM method, is counter-intuitive
and logically incorrect. The undoing of the TVM can best be achieved by stopping to use
the method for capital that is vested in the cash-flow-generating productive capacity itself.
In the reality of the network-nature of an economy of abundance this will require new
thinking and new financial constructs and solutions.
2.4 Counter-cyclical dynamics of debt money: why it conquered the world!
!
In the debt-based system you enter by taking something, which makes you enter a
sphere of influence of another and takes away some of your freedom. From now on you
are under an obligation. So it is logical for the provider to ask you to fulfil conditions to
which you must adhere before he agrees to give you. In other words you step into a
contract. The next stage in demand development is that you must owe something before
you can enter into the privileged circle of borrowers. By that time your status as borrower
sets you apart from the others and a system of ‘haves’ and ‘have-not’s’ has been created.
This is the case since the more you owe, the more you can borrow and all borrowing is
new money.
!
If you now also introduce the concept of interest and use the concept of time-value
of money (TVM) a permanent vehicle/construct is created to keep the cycle of dependency
intact. It institutionalises the flow of transaction medium from the borrower to the creator
(institution) and from the small borrower to the grand borrower. From cash-flow to capital.
In short a neat system of control and ruler-ship has been vested that has great similarities
with the ancient system of slavery. This time around it is emotional and not physical
slavery since the lure is consumption. This system has no self-regulation or balanceseeking qualities in its functionality and hence has no choice but to keep growing and eat
its own children.
!
Because the creation impulse is out of sync with the economic activity it means that
this system always produces a money supply that is either too large (inflationary) or too
small (deflationary). The resulting business cycles are ideal vehicles to initiate growth and
then to destroy the surplus and pick up the pieces to start afresh and build up again. This
business cycle can endlessly repeat itself. The movement resembles a snake which slowly
swallows its prey. As such it is a very efficient and affective vehicle to move wealth from
one party to another. We could even speculate about the possibility of using this asymmetrical vehicle as an alternative tax-model.
!
The predictability of the grand movements of these business cycles are also perfect
vehicles to speculate on, a temptation history shows that can never be resisted. Both
tendencies of the debt-based fractional-reserve financial system have devastating
consequences for society at large and should be restrained and brought back to operate
within desirable boundaries. For a practical road in this direction see chapter 7.
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2.5 Money is half a transaction - The world of scarcity or abundance
!
In early forms of trade and barter there is an exchange of goods and or services
that is seeking to be in balance. In human relations in general a balance between give and
take is the corner stone of friendship and lasting sound relationships. Only in the
relationship between parent and child do we find an a-symmetrical relationship in that it is
the parent that gives and the child that receives. Presumably this a-symmetry was
invented by nature to support a child’s development and thus make those relationships
work through the generations. Later on we will draw the parallel with the a-symmetry of the
set-up of the Euro as a stepping-stone for a collective European developmental process.
In other words a blessing in disguise. Another parallel is the a-symmetrical set-up of our
current financial system and as a result driving for permanent growth.
!
In economic life an intermediary vehicle is required to facilitate a transaction
whenever differences occur in time, location, specialization or seasonal change. The same
is true if the transactions are to be performed in a network structure outside the trusted
inner circle. This intermediary vehicle can become a circulation medium if it takes a
standard form to allow the idea of an objective price to establish itself and get a general
level of acceptance. In our current-day reality we have lost most of the diversity of
circulation media and focus on a single form we call money. The important thing to
remember is however that in the real economy:
Money is a promise for the other half of a transaction.
!
!
It can be a ‘promise to give’ if it was created by having received something. Or a
‘right to receive’ if it was created by having given or having done something. So in theory
we can have two completely similarly working money systems that are in fact each other’s
mirror image.

!
Our official system is based on the creation impulse of taking or accepting
something. This creates a debt and such a system is thus debt-based. The current
fractional reserve banking system is a debt-based (IOU) system in which the following
equality is of great importance: Money is Debt and Debt is money. This brings us direct to
the paradox and confusion in contemporary political discussion about debt reduction with
its corollary of reducing the amount of money in circulation.
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!
The other opposite or mirror system is based on the creation impulse of giving or
doing something. This creates a claim or demand and such a system is thus a creditbased system. Many customer loyalty systems such as air miles and Complementary
Currency Systems (LETS and time-based systems) are set up on the basis of this
principle: You Owe Me (YOM).
!
In theory both systems could be used as a basis for a national and or global
banking system since only its creation impulse is different. Once the money is in circulation
there needs to be no difference or is this not true? In chapter 7 I will propose making one
variety a demurrage currency.
!
To strengthen the idea that the two systems are each other’s complement I change
the word credit to “credt” and talk further about “credt-based” systems.
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3. Credt - Economics in the spirit of the 21st century
In this chapter we look at the circulation aspects of currency and how they serve the
community. We can see that this is the essential nature of CC’s (Complementary
Currencies). We then look at some debt and credt examples to better understand and
have a conversation about the fundamental nature of credt systems. In a world of global
trade and global finance, serving the community can no longer be achieved by debt-based
systems but needs to be anchored by credt-based systems.
!
The mirror system of debt is the credt-based system where money creation starts
by undertaking action. The first feature that emerges is one of freedom and of individual
responsibility. It starts by deciding to do something either because I like doing it or
because I want to build up credts in order to buy something, I want to have now or in the
future for myself or for my beloved. If there is no time limit to use up my credts I could save
up as much as I wanted for the future or for a rainy day. One of the uncertainties is of
course whether or not the system is still in place by the time I want to draw my credt.

!
Let us now have a brief look at the differences between the internal or system
dynamics of the debt- and credt-based systems. However before we do that we will look at
Complementary Currencies as currencies that originate from other than the banking
system. Each time I will indicate whether I consider this a debt- or a credt-based example.
3.1 A look at success stories of Complementary Currencies
!
Is it really true that CC schemes are doomed to remain small and local? Let us
examine some real examples from current and past times and come to a different
conclusion: CC’s (Complementary Currencies) can be strong and mainstream if they are in
the form of a PPP (Public Private Partnership).
!
I have selected two examples to illustrate the point that the decisive difference is
made by government’s interest and attitude, the direction and desires of vested interests
and by the understanding of the true essence of financial systems. Then we will briefly
touch on three Brazilian examples to illustrate the wide range of applications of CC
schemes all over the world today.
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3.1.1 Greenback USA
!
This is in fact a debt-money example which, because of its isolated nature in the
colony, worked essentially as a credt-based set-up.!
!
Abraham Lincoln 4, in need of money to finance his war effort, went to New York to
apply for the necessary loans. The money changers wishing the Union to fail offered loans
at 24% to 36%. Lincoln rejected the offer and he put Colonel Dick Taylor of Chicago in
charge of solving the problem of how to finance the war. His solution is recorded as this:
"Just get Congress to pass a bill authorising the printing of full legal tender treasury
notes... and pay your soldiers with them and go ahead and win your war with them also."
!
Taylor printed 450 million dollars worth of the new bills using green ink on the back
to distinguish them from other notes. (Hence the name Greenbacks)
!
"The government should create, issue and circulate all the currency and credit
needed to satisfy the spending power of the government and the buying power of
consumers..... The privilege of creating and issuing money is not only the supreme
prerogative of Government, but it is the Government's greatest creative opportunity. By the
adoption of these principles, the long-felt want for a uniform medium will be satisfied. The
taxpayers will be saved immense sums of interest, discounts and exchanges. The
financing of all public enterprises, the maintenance of stable government and ordered
progress, and the conduct of the Treasury will become matters of practical administration.
The people can and will be furnished with a currency as safe as their own government.
Money will cease to be the master and become the servant of humanity. Democracy will
rise superior to the money power”. 5
!
From this we see that the solution worked very well. Had Lincoln been allowed by
congress to issue more than the 450 million, he probably would have been able to finish
his war and most likely not opened the door for the money changers. Fractional reserve
banking would never have evolved as it did.
The key dilemma as today: “To pay off the debt was to destroy the money supply."
3.1.2 Woergl, Austria
This is a true credt example worth repeating in Europe 2012.!
!
In the summer of 1932 the parish council of Woergl in Tyrol, Austria issued 12,000
shillings of Community Currency called “Labor certificates” in denominations of 5 or 10
shillings by paying their workers. Through this action they started what could be deemed a
very successful experiment with what might also be called a demurrage currency. The
local currency was redeemable on demand for the legal tender or official currency but at a
cost. There was a 2% fee to be paid if converted back. Idea behind it presumably was: It is
better to continue to circulate than to step out. The backing was 100% as for each shilling
issued a shilling was put on an interest-bearing deposit to cover the case of backward
conversion. The monthly demurrage (depreciation) was 1% and called the “Relief tax”
realized by affixing a stamp at the end of each month. The notes would expire at the end
of each year but could be converted into new ones if all the stamps had been affixed. The
scheme obviously produced small direct gains for the parish but more importantly it
allowed a rebirth of economic activity in and around the parish. Had the scheme been
allowed to continue to operate for a little longer it would probably have spread right
through Tyrol. From a current-day perspective it could be said that the reasons the national
authorities and the national bank stopped it were manipulative and based on false
grounds. A national success would have been a too-direct challenge to vested interests.
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!
What were the results: the demurrage character ensured that people spent it in
preference to legal tender shillings and resulted in a fast-circulation transaction medium
that glued the local economy into an effectively cooperating network designed to
accomplish what were seen as local needs. It allowed local resources not to remain idle
but to be put into action. The fee to be paid in case of conversion back into shillings made
it, economically speaking, logically preferable to pay one’s bills and taxes early rather than
convert back. It even resulted in people asking for taxes to be pre-paid. To my knowledge
there were no negative side effects noted and no inflationary pressures were reported.
Considered from a present-day perspective there should be no reason to expect
inflationary pressures other than through the price-setting effect of the official shilling as
reference currency.
!
All in all for the purpose of this note we can call the Woergl experiment a great
success. Its grand design is one of the possible models to be considered for inclusion in a
financial system re-design.
3.1.3 Brazil
!
Throughout the world there are hundreds of Complementary Currency schemes.
Out of the 2012 reality I will select three Brazilian examples to illustrate the diversity of
purposes we could serve with Complementary Currencies. The first two are credt based.
Special Education Currency the Brazilian Saber 6
‘learning through teaching’
!
Can a system be designed to operate in parallel with the official schooling, as a
special kind of extracurricular intergenerational game? Lietaer 7 said Yes and in 2004
made his proposal for a Brazilian Education Complementary Currency now called the
Saber (pronounce: sea bear).
!
When Brazil privatised its mobile telephone industry, it introduced a 1% special tax
earmarked for higher educational purposes. By 2004, this Education Fund had grown to
more than U.S. $1 billion. The conventional solution would be to use government funds
directly for student scholarships. However, by introducing a complementary education
currency, a substantial ‘learning multiplier’ was set in motion, so that a given amount of
money facilitates substantially more learning for a greater number of students. And the
currency fuels this learning multiplier without creating any new financial pressure on the
economy.
Toque no Brasil
!
Toque no Brasil is the online, open, social and business network of independent
cultural producers in Brazil. In Brazil there is a relatively recent phenomenon of the rise in
independent music festivals which co-incides with a lively scene of an arts and musiquebased currency. We give Felipe Atenfelder, as the main organiser of Fora do Eixo the
talking stick to talk about the complementary currency 8. “It came when we realised that in
the cultural sector we had a lot available to exchange. You know, for example ‘hey guy,
please be a roadie in my show and you can record in my studio’. ‘Can you create the art of
my CD and I can give 100 t-shirts to you…’.
!
And we started to organise these exchanges. A bank of services. So when you don’t
have money, if you organise your force of work, you can use it to put in place of it. So it’s
complementary. When you are inside, it’s very easy to realise that the network can invest
much more in you than you can invest in them. There are 2,000 others. So they will always
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put more in me than I can put into them.” A popular description by Felipe of a credt system
that emerged naturally out of the spirit of our time.
Banco Palmas do Brasil 9
!
The story of Banco Palmas in Brazil is a great example of how local currencies can
stimulate the local economy. With the help of NGOs, people in Palmeiras, an impoverished
district in Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil organised and set up a community credit bank. The
currency of this bank is called Palma and it is with this currency that inhabitants sell, buy
and stimulate the local economy. 1,200 new jobs have been created with a lot of dignity.
This is a socially motivated debt system.
3.2 The nature of Credt money
!
The question monetary and macroeconomists could ask themselves is: Why have
Complementary Currency Systems remained small and local and have they never matured
into a major reality or alternative? I would like to address this question to monetary
economists as individuals and as a body of collective knowledge. I would really like to hear
their deliberations and considerations on which they base their answers. However in view
of the purpose of this book I cannot wait for this to occur and will have a go at answering
this question from a personal perspective. As can be expected the answers here are
diverse and cover a wide field of options and possibilities.
!
Let me take from the wild-feathered and colorful range of Complementary Currency
birds now only the credt-based varieties. ‘Credt-based’ here, means that taking an action
like ‘spending an hour of time on something’ is the money creation impulse that gets
registered into the system. So in a way the work has been done and the worker now has
the right to get something equivalent back to complete the transaction. There is no
pressure on him or her, he or she can realize or call on that right at his or her own
convenience. There is freedom to choose at a personal pace. The reason for this is that
the only thing that is outstanding is the equivalent of that which is already done. No false
promises and luring you into something. You get what you have already given or what you
had already prepared and were capable of doing. From a collective and system
perspective the amount of money in circulation (medium of exchange) is a balance
between the real economic activity already undertaken, versus the outstanding claim for a
return action. The amount of money in circulation rises and falls with the level of activity
and as required by the real economy. There is no built-in dynamic in the system to grow or
to expand other than manifested through the action of its participants. So this is the first
answer to the above question as to why CC schemes have no built-in expansion dynamic
and hence remain small unless it covers a grand effort or idea like building a cathedral in
Chartres for instance. CC schemes thus do not serve grand illusionary schemes which
people do not believe in. But what would happen if there was an idea people did believe
in? Is this the challenge of our 21st century?
3.3 Credts as a key part of the answer
!
If we look back at history then it becomes clear that, to give just one example, all
majestic gothic cathedrals in medieval Europe were built by communities essentially using
money systems that worked primarily on this principle. Since the creation impulse is linked
to the realisation of the first half of a transaction, the money supply is principally always in
sync with economic activity. So the system has no direct inflationary or deflationary
tendencies. In addition the system is linked directly to the real economy of providing goods
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and services to individuals and communities. This makes these communities to a large
extent directly responsible for their own level of well being and prosperity. If they want
more, they must do more. If from a larger context or perspective, new or further
development is desirable, then that can be taught. The knowledge required to fulfil
changed ambitions can be obtained or developed. Large-scale expansion, exploration and
development is however more difficult under this scheme. It requires ongoing commitment
from all the participants to the idea or the project. If you do not, or the king of France
introduces a national tax, you might end up with a cathedral with a half-finished tower or
less. Travelling through Europe you no doubt have asked yourself why people did not
finish that flat church tower as originally intended? Ever though about the global impact of
the king of France at the time?
!
If we look deeply at these examples we can see that, if protected against undue
attacks and given time to establish themselves, credt-based systems are an absolutely
necessary ingredient for the information age and a 21st century society. They naturally
belong to the third-system layer of society. Let the developments unfold!
3.4 Credts, a foundation for collaboration in local communities
!
Credt based systems can be looked at as eco-systems that give form and help
shape a networked society, in which people take responsibility for their own conditions,
and those of their loved ones. The recognising of this ability gives people new hope,
motivation and fresh grounds for trust. Once people can see this they will regain
confidence and accept the message that the problem was rooted in the money system in
general, and not in the Euro.
!
It is interesting to note that the Euro is in fact the one and only path out of this
global misery. In a world of global trade and global finance, serving the community can no
longer be done by debt-based systems only. It needs to be done by credt-based
community- and special-purpose-currencies working effectively under a Euro-umbrella.
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4. Getting the bigger picture - Lessons to be learned
In order to allow the reader to make the shift from Debt to Credt based thinking I like to use
an analogy from the world of business and make the comparison between Balance Sheet
(Debt) and the Cash-flow (Credt) based thinking. If policy makers and politicians can make
the shift to cash-flow thinking they will be in a better position to appreciate some of the
recommendations in chapter 7.
We inferred in the last chapter that the different fields of economics would benefit from
enlarging their perspective to include ‘the world at large’ and thus remain permanently in
tune with the environment.
4.1 The nature of business is business
!
The essential nature of a healthy business is that it is creative, that its relationship
with its environment is sound and supportive, that it is attuned to the rhythms of the
seasons and reacts alertly to sounds and signals of danger. That it operates in an
environment with sufficient sources of food and that it is aware of the hierarchy in which it
operates. That it is protected by the authorities against unjustified attacks against which it
has no defenses. To say it differently, it is a multi-stakeholder entity that will prosper if it
pays attention to the right balance between diversity and connectivity on the one hand and
efficiency on the other. Last but not least, a business operates with people who are
creative and have a deep desire for independence and self-determination that can be seen
as a blessing or a curse. A blessing as it sets businesses and people apart from animals in
that they have, as Maslow would say a hierarchy of needs, a self-reflective capacity and
the potential to use their free will and make choices. A curse in that people on the one
hand will not continue to accept to be treated as machine parts or emotional slaves and on
the other that people can operate for a long time as narcissistic self-indulgent ruthless ego
structures playing havoc with the financial system, the environment, the ecology and the
planet as a whole.
!
In the Shell International operational auditing system which I once helped to design
we formulated business controls as: The structured means used to help obtain reasonable
assurance of achieving objectives, including responsibilities to shareholders, employees,
customers, suppliers and society at large. It is this multi stakeholder perspective that I
would like to use as the framework within which I would like to say with Friedman: “the
business of business is business”. The economy of business is easily explained by the
following triangle:
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4.2 Balance sheet, Profit & Loss and Cash Flow Statements
!
Balance sheet, Profit & Loss and Cash Flow Statements, the business triad. Who is
interested in what and why?
In traditional business thinking the Balance Sheet is the cumulative result of a long
process of running the business, making a profit and storing that value in the different
forms of assets. Like a squirrel collecting nuts for the winter, or as we people collect for a
rainy day. Asset value was never meant to be inflated independently, and thus outside the
primary business process. However, if the asset creation becomes the primary process,
then the original business has taken on a different shape and orientation and has de-facto
become a value-creation instrument for which different rules and criteria apply. It no longer
is a business oriented towards fulfilling the needs of its clients and co-existing with them in
a common space. It has de facto become an alien, a moneymaking machine mimicking a
business with customer orientation. True businesses are focussed on customer needs in
terms of goods and services and have a multi-stakeholder perspective and a long-term
orientation.
!
Investors and capital owners, however, are interested in asset value as a store for
their capital and their wealth. A process to ‘buy’ management so they may become the
agents of the alien movement would be wonderful and it miraculously appeared in the form
of the M&A (Merger and Acquisition) game. The side effect of this game was that not only
big business but also more and more different sectors of society (government, education,
health care, social security) were lured into the ‘Effective Market Idea’ and transformed to
become adepts of the new money game. In the Anglo Saxon world it became the dominant
game and with it also the driving force of the system. The Netherlands and Switzerland
with their very strong financial services industry and money orientation followed closely.
!
Below I will make some suggestions and a plea for the use of some basic business
economic thinking in other fields of economic theory and practice.
4.3 What Macro Economists could learn from Business Economics
!
What is it that macroeconomics could learn from business economics? If we were to
look at society and the economy as a business then it is obvious that being a healthy multistakeholder entity is primary and that the ‘results’ are the outcome of a process and hence
secondary. When we focus on the outcome we have lost the game. It is in the process of
the game that the game is won or lost and the results produced. In financial business
terms the game is reflected in the dual reality of the Profit and Loss (accounts) and in the
Cash Flow (Statement), culminating in the Balance sheet where we will find the statement
of (productive) assets and liabilities. The longer-term health of a company is determined by
its cash flow and profit capacity on the one hand and on the other hand on its debt
structure (equity and third party-debt) An almost exclusive focus on third-party debt (of
countries) is like looking at the back end of a cow in order to see how she is doing, it tells
you something but not very much. The fact that markets assess nations and economies on
their ability to repay the public debt is logical from a market perspective but is also a
balance sheet question that misses the point. It is cash flow you stupid! The economy as
an organism requires means of circulation (Debt or Credt based) for it to function and to
make productive use of all its resources and possibilities. The means of circulation should
thus be the primary focus of macroeconomics. The ability to roll over government debt is
thus a question of keeping the cash flow going, which in a steady state situation ought not
be a problem.
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!
The ability to repay government debt is seen by markets as a problem of
governments and hence of the ability of governments to collect taxes. The inability by
governments to do so is assumed to exist on the grounds that governments are restricted
in the range of options and ability to collect and or raise taxes. From an economic systems
perspective, however, it is a total system issue and thus an issue of the whole economic
community (public and private) of that nation. It is thus an issue for its citizens, its business
community, and its financial infrastructure as well as for its government. The answer must
thus lie in the totality of the combined response. If the totality were to react as a multistakeholder collective it could resolve its issues in no time.
4.4 What Central Bankers could learn from Business Economics
!
One of the aspects of running a business is cash flow management. Cash-flow
management is crucial for the smooth operation of a company. Not because it has inherent
or intrinsic value but because if cash flow is interrupted or temporarily in short supply it
disturbs the business processes with the outside world and the seamless flow of goods
and services needed by the business to function at its best. A temporary shortage of cashflow may kill off a business. A good example of that was the sudden occurrence of
stagflation in the 1970s, a phenomenon that at the time was difficult to understand. In fact
the reason for it was relatively simple but not seen or accepted by monetary and public
economic policy authorities of the time. The answer lies in the fact that a global, national
and regional economy also has a cash flow. If certain structural changes take place like
going from weekly cash wages to monthly cash wages or from cash to bank transfers or
one introduces Value added tax, all of these changes have cash-flow and thus workingcapital consequences and should be accompanied by measures to increase the money
supply.
!
So what Central Bankers could learn from business economics is to start looking at
the overall economy as a system through which money flows and whose hubs must be
monitored and where necessary tuned and adjusted. If there is a shortage it will create
havoc especially in medium and small businesses as many of them will go broke and
unemployment will rise. Structural changes can also work the other way around and
through these changes too much cash flow can become available it then builds inflationary
or deflationary pressures as the case may be.
!
If cash flow monitoring of the economic network of the nation were to become a
task for the Central Bankers then it would be logical that they would also develop tactical
and strategic instruments through and by which steering could take place. For the EMU it
would mean that at least part of the money-creation process as well as the process of how
moneys are infused into the economy would also become visible. The new visibility would
require new rules and structures. Those rules and structures would be like traffic rules.
When we all know them, we can safely navigate through the traffic without accidents and
without too much delay and or pollution. Agreed rules and principles are thus not a
giveaway of authority but a deliberate step to create a safe space for economic processes
to live well. Then business can help to satisfy our basic needs and to give form and
expression to our highest ambitions. In that future we could perhaps start to experience
society as the collective expression of social art and living beauty.
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4.5 What Business Economists need to Un-Learn from Monetary Economics
!
When financial markets became more global, discovered the wonderful capabilities
of mathematical modeling and computerized trading and became less and less regulated
an explosion occurred in the capacity and diversity of money creation channels. A young
trader could make in an afternoon a few million $ on the back of share market futures and
option trading. So a total disparity occurred between the possibilities of making money as
a junior in money trading and a senior executive who was running one of the top 500
companies. It caused an explosive inflation in senior executive pay (in 2010 a time of crisis
in the USA, top 500 company CEO pay increased 38%) and business had to come up with
its own version of the money game that was now played in the financial markets. The
business version of this game is now called Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A). Whilst the
need for M&A is invariably sold to the public, the employees and governments as being in
the interest of the stakeholders, it invariably is not. More than 90% (in fact I believe the
figures are higher but would need to investigate further before I could credibly use a higher
figure) of M&A are retrospectively seen to be no success (to put it mildly). Yet the game
goes on- why? The game goes on because it allows senior management in the senior
executive peer group to play the big-money game. !
!
So what business economics needs to Un-learn from global banking and monetary
economics is to see business as instruments of money-market operations. What is needed
is to bring business back into the realms of business and separate the money game from
the realms of business. If this happens business can re-establish itself as the key structure
and organism that shapes and give voice to mankind’s creativity. It can provide or create
the products, services and ever-changing infrastructure in which this process can take
place.
!
In order to substantiate this call further let us look from an ancient triad perspective
at the effects of bringing the money game into business and through this all over the real
economy. According to the Hindu tradition the world is a playground of principally three
main Gods and Goddesses; Brahman, Vishnu and Shiva. These three represent the forces
of creation, destruction and sustaining. In business terms it is the role of staff to be the
creative force in the business that designs and produces the goods and services that
satisfy the needs, wishes and desires of its customers. The owner brings in the initial
capital and wants to be fed and determines what is taken out of the company (dividends
declared, parts sold off etc) and whether the company stays alive or not, it thus plays the
role of the destroyer. The role of management is the role of sustaining. It establishes the
balance and desired degree of imbalance (growth desire/goals) between creation and
destruction for the business to prosper.
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!
What happens when senior management starts to play the M&A game, or is
threatened by it, or when management is given these super bonuses or out-of-proportion
salaries? When this happens then management goes and sits also on the chair of the
owner and it also takes on the role of the destroyer. The system is thus reduced from a
triad to a dualistic money-making and money-processing facility at the service of the debt
sorcerers and its now servant management. Such management prefers to contract in and
contract out so the essence of the firm as a multi stakeholder organism is not to re-emerge
too quickly and too untimely. Staff in such organisations become more competitive and
self-oriented as they must primarily take care of themselves (an obligation put upon them
by the fact that they belong to a family they care for). The creative process then finds its
home in the contracted contracting firms and when they are successful and big enough
history can repeat itself, and they will be eaten.
!
What business economics needs to see clearly again is that it is erroneous to see
business primarily as a game about shareholders-value and profit maximisation. The
purpose of business is business. Its place is in the world of the real economy, not the
financial stratospheres.
4.6 Why Economics should open up a conversation with philosophy again
!
What I found utterly surprising and for a long time also totally incomprehensible was
the fact that science did not seem to adapt to, nor include in its core thinking, and as the
fundamental basis of its experimenting, the newly discovered truth of quantum physics:
‘Reality can be described as a world of particles and as a world of waves and vibrations.’
Both are a full description of the total reality and any aspect we observe in the particle
world thus has a non-particle perspective that is not its shadow or its equivalent, yet
captures that reality in equally powerful terms. As a result of this lack, the absence of the
Platonian perspective, science boxed itself in with the limiting and self-defeating demand
for objectivity and repeatability as some of the methodological key foundations of scientific
research. Repeatability and objectivity are illusions, which can only continue to exist and
be justified if statistical approximations are taken as measures of the absolute. Clearly this
is nonsense. Seen from a technical viewpoint, this limited perspective and illusionary
outlook has brought many practical fruits and allowed the advancement of technology to a
very high degree. Yet from a human perspective, looking at the physical and emotional
health of homo sapiens, it has done great damage. It has downgraded us humans to
bodies with a mental capacity that science should strive to defeat by artificial intelligence.
In the economic process humans are just a cost factor to be eliminated as soon as and as
fast as feasible. On the other side of the economic equation the human has become a
consumption animal whose sole purpose seems to be to buy and consume in order to
sustain a monetary economy built on the implicit and explicit assumption of perpetual
growth.
!
As in ancient Greece perhaps it is time that science in general and economics
especially starts a fresh conversation with philosophy about the soundness, truthfulness
and relevance of the foundations of their science. To illustrate this point for economics:
One of the pillars of the science of economics is the assumption of scarcity. Economics as
I was taught was simply defined as: “The science of the optimum allocation of scarce
resources”. Clearly with the strong growth of M1 and M2 in the Dollar and Euro domain
and the rocketing into orbit of M3 and M4 we can no longer say with dry eyes that money
is scarce. Furthermore money was postulated as the uniform medium of exchange and
store and standard of value. The standard disappeared so little remains to give any
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credibility to the foundations of economics and it should therefore not come as a surprise
that economists could not satisfactorily answer Queen Elisabeth's question.
!
If the laws and the basic models of economics are based on the premise of scarcity
then, no wonder that economists get it so often so wrong these days. As an economist I
would feel obliged to say that since economic thinking has lost its base, any economic
advice given should be scrutinised and rethought based on the fact that scarcity is a factor
artificially maintained only at micro level and is totally absent at the global level. The
situation is at national level depends on whether the nation is a hunter or is being hunted.
Let the hunted in the EMU unite and the economic theory of abundance appear in the EU.
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5. Lines of development - Birth of a three-layered society
!
Here we look at series of developmental lines which we recognise in society and
that have important messages for us. The combination is seen as culminating in the birth
of a three-layered society. The significance of the appearance of this third layer is the fact
that it results in an inversion of the operative logic, and creates new boundary and
territorial issues, similar to, and a mirror of, the ‘work - family’ opposition. This is new to
society and fundamental for understanding and resolving the major current political and
financial issues in the EU and EMU.
5.1 Technology as the educator of the masses
!
The rapid development of technology during the industrial age and a seemingly
even faster development of technology in the information age have led to rapid increases
in the range and diversity of goods and services available. It is often argued that science
and technology develop and grow but that mankind itself, human sapiens moves at a
much slower rate. Some would even question if mankind is moving at all. I would like to
propose here that mankind is indeed moving and thus that there is a link between the two
and perhaps even a very intimate link with great power and enormous consequences.
!
To introduce this idea I would like to take us back a little over a hundred years and
look at the introduction and development of the automobile as a new mode of transport, a
liberating agent and a great educator. Prior to the automobile we had a stagecoach and
later the railways. Both moved along fixed routes and followed regular timetables. You got
in or on board and you just passively moved to what you had decided was your
destination. Then came the car and it all changed. At first cars were chauffeur driven as
increasingly faster forms of stagecoach. Soon however people got behind the wheel and
took control themselves. They could now choose their own destiny, change it whenever
they wanted. Self-determine the route they would like to take. Cope with the unexpected
like an accident or breakdown. Discover new places at a much faster rate and learn to plan
for themselves and for the machine they owned. Learn to operate within a new set of rules:
the traffic rules and yet feel free in it. In a practical domain of daily life the masses were
experiencing that rules can be used to structure society by excluding certain behavior (like
driving on the wrong side of the road) and yet create more freedom. In short, this
stimulated the development of new qualities and strengthened others like taking
responsibility, exercising decision-making capabilities and the like. The process of
personal individualization could never have developed so fast had the car not been there.
!
Without any further examples I would now like to generalize this understanding and
say without further proof: Technology is the great educator of the masses. I leave it to the
reader to reflect and speculate about the educational meaning and direction for the
masses of our current day technologies, especially the social media. I am sure that linking
it to current day events like the Arab Spring or the Occupy Movement would not for many
be a bridge too far.
!
The important point here is that this type of learning is implicit and unintended and
thus cannot be stopped or controlled. The teachings of technology will thus be a powerful
influence and shaping force for our emerging futures which we should learn to read and
respect.
!
In the three different technological revolutions mankind has experienced (Huntergatherer to Agriculture to Industrial to the knowledge and information) there has been an
interesting common factor in that in all cases it resulted in an explosive (in the range of a
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50 fold) increase in goods and services available. In the industrial age these were primarily
material goods and associated services. The planet is too small, the bearing capacity of its
eco system too overloaded already. Hence, the explosive increase as a result of the
knowledge and information age revolution must take a substantially different form than the
one experienced in the industrial age.
!
The idea regarding the need for permanent economic growth is in fact ancient
industrial thinking, useful perhaps till the end of the last century but not any longer. The
fact that the money system has this need built into its fabric and basic design is one of the
fundamental reasons for the current simultaneously occurring system crises. (Financial,
ecological, systemic, political, social, etc.) How we can eliminate the need for permanent
growth by changing the design of the global financial system we will see in chapter 7.
!
5.2 The Future of Work
!
The first technological revolution, the emergence of agriculture created much more
free time and resulted in the development of culture and the arts to take up the slack in the
system. Yet in those days the majority of people ‘worked’ in agriculture. These days in
modern western societies we need less than 5% of the working-age population to work in
agriculture in order to produce our food. A similar process took place in the industrial age.
Initially the bulk of the people needed to work in industry. Again in modern western
societies we might need in the range of 20 to 30% of the working-age population to work in
industry in order to produce the goods we require. The slack was taken up by the realeconomy services industry and by financial services. In the Anglo Saxon world the latter
has even become the engine of the national economy, which then is driven by luxury
goods sales and consumption. Since the shift from the industrial age towards the
information age will have similar consequences the question is what form will this new
abundance take? Will it go into increasing levels of unemployment like the 40% youth
unemployment in Spain and split society into a world of haves and have-nots, a world of
participants and non-participants? Or will it once again move into the direction of culture,
the arts and creative living? Will the world continue to develop into a more and more virtual
world of financial constructs and fantasies? Or will we all come to the inescapable
realisation that if the result of this technological development is that not more than say
another 25% of the working age population is necessary for the real services we require
then at least 40% 10 of the working population will not be required (100% – 5% – 30% –
25%= 40%) . If this is the inescapable technology-driven reality, then politics and money
systems that say that they require full employment are self-defeating. From this
perspective there is an inescapable need to re-design our financial system and the line of
thinking of our politicians.
5.3 Ego development: a personal and collective journey with a direction
!
When we take the perspective of what may be called soul or True Nature or
Authentic self, the development of the ego becomes a journey in which humans learn and
discover skills to survive, to function, and to communicate. This enables us to live a human
life. From the perspective of this journey we can come to realise that the structure of our
personality is not who we really are, but journeying backwards through the acquisition of
the structures of our personality, we can rediscover the ground of our being, our true
identity. This is an exciting journey, if we understand it. If we do not, it appears as forms of
pain, limitation, suffering or confusion which manifests as a result of forgetting who and
what we really are. The purpose of this argument is to introduce the idea that the current
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state of our economy, being in structural and systematic crisis, can be partly understood as
a phase of collective ego development, where different communities and different nations
are in different stages of development. Understanding those differences allows us to make
better proposals and have more sound ideas about the right cause of action in economic
and political terms.
!
Margaret S. Mahler’s scheme of ego development 11 starts with the baby in the
autistic phase in which it is totally dependent and fully oriented onto itself. Then it moves
into the symbiotic stage in which it experiences itself in unity with the mother. Here a
problem occurs. All mothers have in common that they too had mothers, and hence only
could experience and become conscious about what their mothers were able to pass on to
them. This means that when the next phase of separation is entered into, it is entered into
in a limited and distorted way, leading later to incomplete separation. The resulting issues
are given a theoretical grounding in the ‘theory of holes’ of A.H. Almaas. Following on
incomplete and partially distorted separation the child then enters into the phase of
Individuation. This is based on the ego structure developed so far, one that is substantially
not in connection with its True Nature. The result is fear-based thinking, where hatred and
other pain structures occupy corners of the psyche. The emerging adult is easily
manipulated and, unless the limitations are consciously balanced, they can take over and
remain at centre stage in our personal and collective lives. The holes are aspects of our
personality, states in which we feel in different degrees and proportions disconnected,
separated, lonely, and alone. It is from this perspective that we lead superficial lives, that
our narcissistic structures lead us. The world of ‘more is better’ is directly connected with
these states. So, metaphorically, we could say that the current economic system, with its
obsession on continual economic growth, could be understood as a collective ego
development functioning from its emotional holes. Recognising these structures and slowly
and gently coaching them back towards a more balanced state of living is then, not only a
personal, but also a collective path to development. An example.
!
The reactions in Norway, after the killing spree by Anders Behring Brevik on the
island of Utoya, show how a people and a nation, as a collective, can reject such
automatic ego-fear- or ego-anger-based reactions and choose a different, more positive
attitude to guide their lives.
!
The challenge politics face is: do they dare to take this positive route and face the
reality of this at their next election? Getting collectively out of our ego holes brings into
perspective the realisation that we, as humans, are all connected at many different levels.
We are connected between each other as humans, but we are also connected with our
environment, and with the planet that sustains our ecosystem. Living that reality brings us
automatically into a three-layered society. We will introduce this later. It is a reality in which
society needs to learn simultaneously to deal with what I will call the logic of the Clan, the
logic of the social system and collective Ego, and the logic of the Crowd.
5.4 Wisdom of the crowds, lessons from the revolution
!
Let me take as a point of departure Francis Galton’s famous story about the results
of a crowd placing wagers on the weight of a slaughtered and dressed ox. In this real life
weight-judging competition the average outcome was less than a pound off from the 1198
pounds end result. Galton found that, contrary to his expectations, the crowd was spot on.
Lots of people have written about this experiment and with Surowiecki I would like to focus
here on the conclusion that common understanding within a culture allows remarkably
accurate judgements. Based on this understanding I propose to generalise and talk about
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‘collectives’ of which cultures are a specific form. Nations, religions, regions, professional
groups, power structures all have a collective ‘morph’ or form that expresses itself through
individuals but whose voice can best be understood if we listen, as in Galton’s story, to the
average and thus the voice and opinion of this ‘collective’.
!
If we take this perspective and look at the French revolution we could perhaps
conclude that there was an enormous amount of wisdom and collective clarity (despite the
large differentiation between the individual perspectives and ideas) behind the movement
that split open a closed and controlled society and opened the path to a whole new cycle
of developments. The ‘ancient’ regime had produced an unsustainable large difference in
living standards between the have and the have not’s, and caused unbelievable levels of
poverty and near starvation that lowered the barrier of non-action. The revolution paved
the way and created the conditions necessary for the industrial revolution to take place. It
is as if the zeitgeist formed waves of collective opinion that rose up from the deep ocean of
consciousness and created a tsunami that overthrew existing structures and destroyed old
certainties.
!
What are the sounds and signals for a new round of structural changes to liberate
society of no-longer-desirable closed and controlling structures? I like to look at the current
movements like the Arabian Spring, the Occupy Movement, or the protests in Burma and
Russia as such signals. Also of great interest are the rise of extreme political movements
that seem focused on inflicting societal self damage (Tea Party in USA; PVV party in the
Netherlands, Vlaams Belang Belgium, and other parties in Austria, Denmark, Hungary
etc.).
!
I believe we are somewhere in a long birth process to welcome yet again new
layers of complexity into our society to make it hopefully a better place. A place that is
more suited and more attuned with the different levels and stages that simultaneously exist
in our current state of human development.!
!
Rupert Sheldrake12 as biologist developed the theory of morphic fields and morphic
resonance to explain evolutionary processes of plants and animals, and how and why it is
natural and normal that dogs have a telepathic knowing when their master is coming
home. He also argues that it is not an exceptional condition but normal that all human
beings inherently have similar capabilities. The systemic constellation work, greatly
expanded by Matthias Varga von Kibed and Insa Sparrer 13 , makes it possible to directly
contact those morphogenetic social fields, map out their dynamics and observe their
orientation. In other words a new body of knowledge has been developed and is being
matured that makes it possible to directly contact and communicate with the wisdom of the
crowd, or should we say as Galton did: communicate directly with “the average or mean as
voice of a collective”. The great advantage of this direct knowledge approach is that it
bypasses many of the pitfalls of mainstream scientific research. The direction of this
research is, more often than not, pre-determined by existing frames of thought and or
ruling paradigms. As a result statistical sampling and measuring are conscientiously and
subconsciously maneuvered into the field of ‘more of the same’.
!
From personal systemic work and from shared experience of peer system
constellators however I continue to be impressed by the truth and insightfulness of the
direct knowledge approach to social, political and economic issues. It should in my opinion
thus be taken as a parallel methodology to confirm or challenge the fruits of social science.
!
The reactions of the crowds give us a powerful source of truthful wisdom to guide
us towards new dimensions of a future that is in the process of emerging. The morphbased system constellation technology is here to help us ride the wave of our time. It can
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also help us find a different path towards positive societal transformation. If we do not, the
French and other revolutions have shown us that if a society is too unbalanced and too
unjust, the crowds will come into destructive action. Here the USA is more in the danger
zone than Europe but we are well advised to read the signals of society carefully. Were the
London riots not an early signal in that direction? On the positive side we can see that
crowd-funding is a new phenomenon created out of the same dynamics.
5.5 Different nations at different stages of development
!
Why will the next steps in global political development need to come from Europe
and perhaps India and Brazil? Without going too deeply into this subject I would like just to
introduce the idea so we may accept the fact that different nations in middle, east, west
and southern Europe are not in the same stage of development as northern European
states. Considerations for these differences should be included into our overall design and
the selection of our preferred political and monetary solutions.
!
When a child grows up it goes through different stages, baby, infant, child,
adolescent, adult. This process is not only a physical one but also an emotional and
intellectual journey. The statement here is that such a journey is not only a personal but
also a collective one. Each nation in itself is also such a collective and each nation has its
specific position on the ladder of development. When we speed up the development of a
nation (collective) we risk skipping over certain phases, steps and stages. When we look
at the development of average monthly income over the last 15 years in Greece we can
see that it has gone through very fast developments financially. However its institutions
(fiscal, governmental, economic policy, business ethics, social responsibility) have not
developed as fast and are now seriously lacking behind the standards that we expected at
these levels of economic prosperity. Whose problem is that?
!
Who is here at fault? Is it not in equal measures between the inside and the
European outside? If so should we not jointly resolve this? Should the EMU not be much
more alert for these kind of issues? The developments in Hungary seem to point in the
same direction. Awareness of such dynamics can be much easier if macro economics and
central banks have more eye for the dynamics in the network of the local economies as
these would prevent extreme left or right wing political positions from taking the middle
ground. A satisfied middle class will not tolerate being taken for a ride. It is thus of great
importance that we take seriously the business of developing the tools for stimulating and
monitoring localised economic networks.
5.6 All this talk of Economists about the Euro, they miss the point!
!
This is the title of an article written by Luuk van Middelaar, speechwriter of Herman
van Rompuy 14, with which I wholeheartedly concur. The essence of his article in the
context of this book is given below.
!
The unique situation with respect to the EMU is that it is a joint undertaking of 27
different states and nations to live next to one another in a common territory with a rich
tapestry of cultural, religious and economic ties and many areas of past strife, war and
conflict. It was political acts and considerations that brought the EU together. It was the
economy that provided the impetus to continue and to get closer to each other and risk the
creation of an Economic and Monetary Union, followed by a common currency, the Euro.
Some would say the Euro was created prematurely and see the current crisis as their
proof.
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!
The current crisis however brings back into the foreground this fundamental truth
that political considerations of living in the Union ultimately take precedence over
economics. The reality of living together as neighbours and as partners in a union makes it
unthinkable to break that Union. At best some nations might decide to leave voluntarily but
boldly spoken only the UK would perhaps be mad enough to truly make such a step. The
current crisis puts the Union under heavy stress, and the surprising thing is that the very
same stress seems to reawaken the original spirit of the Union and give it new power and
strength. Of course talking and negotiating with 27 heads of state proceeds much more
slowly than the click of a mouse of a bond or currency trader. It is for this reason that the
Union needs to rethink and further develop some of its rules and institutions. When we
look at the current development around the crisis we can see three lines of development
occurring:
• The surprising ability to innovate;
• the renewed importance against their will of the roles of heads of state
• and the generally anti and oppositional attitude of the public at large.
!
Under the pressure of the circumstances emerges an amazing ability to innovate.
The uncertainties around Greece made certainties disappear and broke taboos. The
results from twenty months talking and negotiating are impressive: the openings have
been created for a European ministry of Finance, important revisions of budgetary rules,
institutionalising of the meetings of the heads of state, three countries under strong
financial supervision, the European Financial Stability Facility as special aid fund, and last
but not least a public debate in many countries if we should not aim much further.
!
The continued series of gatherings of heads of state with the hot wind of the market
and of the crises whistling in their ears makes it necessary that they take more and more
direct responsibility. The process is an amazing ride between the cliffs of urgency, political
cultures, opposite interests and lack of time to develop an all-encompassing vision. Yet the
Union manages to change the political discourse in many countries as the dramatic events
unfolding in various parts of Europe become more and more often centre stage in the
different countries. In the encounter of the heads of state we can see a good example of
how opposing desires for judicial security and the need for change creates a new space
for action. It seeks to balance the German respect for the law with the French desire for
political action. It is a perfect process of the deeply European dialectic between rules and
reality. To which I would like to add the question:
Could it be a doorway to a society with three active system layers
as described in the next paragraph?
!
It is this common journey of discovery without an agenda into unknown territory that
give heads of state new pressures and new challenges. They cannot blame their domestic
problems on Brussels and at the same time convince their public that it is through the EMU
that we must solve the issues and find new ways. This change leads us into the third point.
!
The adverse and whinging reactions of the public that are a third factor of
importance. Ultimately the public will determine the final outcome of this crisis and all that
goes with it. A public which now universally understands that that Greek fraud, Irish and
Spanish bubbles and Italian debt can be harmful for pensions and savings. New is the
level of understanding of political and economic interdependence as can be demonstrated
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by the fact that a vote by the Slovakian parliament over the Euro was headline news all
over Europe. Old are the facts that the euro crisis increases the tension between the
nations and play especially into the hand of the old northern reformist attitude and the
southern catholic more joyous and some would say callous approach. Altogether we could
say that in the EMU national politics get a European makeover. The outcome will be
interesting to watch.
5.7 The birth of a three-layered society15
!
If I define Catharsis here as the emotional liberation from an outdated knowledge
system and the settling of emotions in a new stabilising layer of our culture, then that
makes it possible to think what previously could not be thought or said. Defined like this
catharsis becomes very useful in understanding the dynamics of our current time and
seeing the cultural epistemology of three stability layers of culture. I postulate the first layer
as the natural system, the second as the social regulatory system and the third as the
layer of communicative self-steering. If we didn’t have different stability layers in our
culture as a philosophical model then we would have nothing to choose from and our
emotions would be locked in. If the different layers are there but not known then they might
as well not exist because they are not available for our self-steering. It would be like a
chess player who gives up a won match, as he cannot see his winning move. The purpose
of this book is to bring out the understanding needed to find the winning moves for nation
states and society connected in Europe through the Economic and Monetary Union.
!
Catharsis works through communication and produces new self-images and worldviews. The change in the mind can take place by grasping the idea that the world does not
consist of facts but that reality is a system of possibilities. So catharsis is at the heart of
learning from the errors of our ways in order to reach our next level of humanness.
!
The essential statement I would like to make here is that whilst the elements of the
three layers have always existed, what is new is that the third layer seems to be breaking
through and becoming a dominant omni-present form in which more and more people wish
to operate. (It is as with Maslov’s hierarchy of needs. We come into the domain of a new
need like self-realisation once the essential conditions of the supporting needs have been
fulfilled.) Recognising this shift as a transformation which is as transformative as the
industrial revolution is essential for recognising the path and patterns of the winning game.
It is also important to keep in mind that this third layer does not replace anything but
comes on top of and in addition to the previous layers: the Natural one and the Social
Layer that carry and underpin this new system layer. In other words every layer can
prosper to the degree of health of the layer on whose shoulders it rests. For many African
societies this means that the democracy of the social system can only succeed to the
degree of health and development of the tribal system. If the state of the tribal system has
produced only a limited degree of individuation then the introduction of democracy is an
accident waiting to happen. !
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5.7.1 The Natural System Layer of society - The logic of the Clan
!
The natural system can be seen as the system of youth and of history. History as it
started at the dawn of humanity and carries and includes all learning and all stages of
development that culminated in the development of language; the ability to think and self
reflect and form family, tribes, clans and communities. It is the system of youth as it
contains all growing up and learning of the baby, infant, child and young adult. It
represents societal development from antiquity till the Middle Ages.
Its logic goes from the ‘I’ out into the world and its movement is thus from the inside out.
For the purpose of this book we call this inward-out logic: The logic of the clan.
5.7.2 The Social System Layer - The logic of the Ego
!
This is largely speaking the world of the mature adult and of our current society. It is
the world of Equality, Liberty and Fraternity. It is the world of justice, of scientific
development and of specialization as fundamental paradigms. It is the knowledge-based
world of the seventeenth to the twentieth century. It is typified by the development of
scientific thinking, technology and social organization and at its core is the idea of a makeable world. It is also the system of the mature adult in that it has by now developed fully its
ego personality and functions with it in the existing society. It is the world of assumed
certainties and beliefs, business as usual and norms and paradigms as given. Its logic is
an imposed logic so it comes from the outside in. Rules and regulations, norms and values
all help to structure and create the framework in which we think, function and believe. It is
this logical inversion children have to master when they enter school. It is this logical
inversion and the crossing and non-alignment of associated boundaries that are at the
heart of the Work – Home/Leisure issues. This logic thus comes from the outside in.
For the purpose of this book we call this outward-in logic: The logic of society and
collective ego.
5.7.3. The Self-Steering Layer, model of the future - The logic of the Crowd
!
The Self-Steering layer is the world of the conscious, creative and prosperous
human and of the wise. It is the knowledge model of the twenty-first century.
It is the world of networks and free-acting communities (CoP; CoI; CoR; CoH) and about
quality and values, self-steering and self-determination all in a dynamic world of interactive
relationships. A world with steering dynamics we could call cyberdigma. (Cyberdigma is a
phrase coined by Cornelis which connects usability and experience, mind with feelings and
technology with experience. Apple’s products and business strategy are a good illustration
of these connections.) Its logic is self-deterministic and hence comes as in the natural
layer from the inside out. Perhaps we could say the logic is the same as in the natural
system, but this time around it is consciously available and useable. For the purpose of
this book we call this third layer inward-out logic: The logic of the crowd
!
Whilst children need to learn the significance of the first logical inversion when they
go to school, society now needs to learn how to deal with and profit from, this next
(second) logical inversion. Once the ramifications of this change come into perspective a
new excitement is likely to appear about the incredible potential and possibilities it offers.
On the other hand, it is known from all the people who have made a personal journey of
spiritual and emotional development, that such change will also arouse enormous powers
to defend the status quo. Which force will in the end dominate depends on many factors
and could perhaps also be found in the famous saying: Nothing is as powerful as an idea
whose time has come!
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!
The one billion Euro question now becomes, how are our political and economic
leaders doing on their journey of discovery of the new layers of systemic reality?
Historically and from a cultural developmental perspective not surprisingly, the playground
is now once again Europe and in the background: the world at large.
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6. The Money game: Shape shifting of Capital and Cashflow
!
Through the value of property and the price of beer we look at value changes
versus inflation. Via definitions of inflation and stagflation we come to the concept of macro
economic working capital and move on to the non-zero sum relation between debtor and
creditor nations. Then we look at Mundell’s world of currency areas, the Euro and its
current predicaments. Via the question of what will happen to the Euro we arrive at dedoubling as a path to new policy options.
6.1 Value of Property and the Price of Beer
!
If the price of a house has gone up we say its value has increased. When the price
of beer goes up we say there is inflation. When last September I drove back from Italy
through Switzerland we stopped for a coffee and paid SFr. 6.50 for a cup of coffee and I
remembered my first cup of coffee at SFr. 1.20, I will not say how many years ago. Last
summer I was staying in a house in the Bulgarian mountains near the Greek border and
sipped great coffee at Lv 1.20 (€0.60). I was very happy and reflected about inflation and
the independent rise of prices and price levels. What is happening and what has
happened were the questions that went through my mind.
!
Webster’s 1983 definition of Inflation after “the act of inflating or the condition of
being inflated” is “an increase in the amount of currency, resulting in a relatively sharp and
sudden fall in its value and rise in prices: it may be caused by an increase in the volume of
paper money issued or of gold mined, or a relative increase in expenditures as when the
supply of goods fails to meet the demand.” Here inflation is not defined as the increase in
prices but as an increase in the supply of money that causes prices to rise.
!
Webster’s 2000 definition of Inflation: “A persistent increase in the level of consumer
prices or a persistent decline in the purchasing power of money, caused by an increase in
available currency and credit beyond the proportion of available goods and services”.
Here inflation is more the result rather then the cause. This shift away from the cause is an
interesting phenomenon as the world of money issuing and money creation gets more and
more fuzzy and technology takes centre stage as a factor that has a deflationary effect and
hence mitigates to some degree other structural inflationary tendencies.
!
Capital and Consumption, value and prices - can we justifiably separate them? Why
do we not say the value of beer has gone up less than the value of houses? We do
however say the prices of houses has increased more than the price of beer, yet we imply
different things. The increase of the price of beer carries a negative connotation (for the
consumer that is) whilst the house price increase does not (unless you are a first-time
buyer), why? Is it because we think in terms of money in relation to beer, whilst we think in
terms of capital in relation to houses? What is happening in modern society in the
continuous shape shifting between capital and money? Why is there so much confusion
about this issue?
!
In the original exchange between rulers and the original methods of bookkeeping as
we learned them from the Arabs, transactions were shifts of capital. It was with capital that
we traded. Hence, when money was first invented it needed to be valuable and to
represent value. In that world our 1983 definition of inflation would serve its purpose.
!
When fiat money and fractional reserve banking was invented by the Dutch it
allowed the peasants from the estuary of the Rhine to suddenly emerge as a new power
and successfully challenge a world power like Spain despite its immense gold and other
wealth reserves. It proved the inherent developmental strength of the banking concept in a
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world where power makes the difference. The Dutch also created the first truly
multinational enterprise under the name of the VOC (Verenigde Oost-Indie Compagnie).
The combination of the two produced another interesting invention in that it introduced
cash accounting into the bookkeeping world. Cash was initially a measure and
representation of a fraction of wealth with the added benefit that it also worked as a
medium of exchange. As a medium it was superior to previous media of exchange as
unlike verbal promises, shells and other objects it represented in itself already intrinsic
value. It could thus work with lower levels of trust whilst the trust moved to the issuing
institute.
!
Now the play between doing business and having a business could begin. The
question of what is a business was not yet in sight. This un-doubling was still hidden in the
shadows of a distant 21st century future.
6.2 Inflation, Stagflation, and working capital as a macro economic idea!
!
What might be behind the shift of the Inflation definition away from cause towards
effect? Could it be that the theory around the causes for inflation were becoming
increasingly more unsatisfactory? In order to go a little deeper into inflation let us look at
the rather poorly understood phenomenon of Stagflation. Economic theory never produced
a really satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon which played first in the 1970s initially
in the Netherlands. Under stagflation, prices go up whilst the economy goes down. At first
sight, and in accordance with mainstream understanding, this is a Contradicitio in terminis.
How was this possible? How does it work and how does it come about? These questions
did not get properly answered at the time.
!
There are however some perfectly reasonable explanations that help to see it in
perspective. It may help to formulate some important lessons for Governments and Central
Banks and the field of macro economics. The explanations come from the fact that money
circulation requirements change when structural changes take place in the economy.
!
Examples of the structural changes are the shifting from daily to weekly wages in
the early 1900s in Northern Europe, the shift from weekly to monthly salary payments and
the shift from cash payments to bank transfers or changes in tax structures like the
introduction of VAT tax. All of these changes have one aspect in common: As a business
economist would say, they all change (substantially increase) the working capital
requirement of the economy.
!
Monetary policy only takes a global look and interprets price rises automatically as
inflation even when they are caused by the increased borrowing costs of additional funds
required to finance the additional working capital. Firms and individuals who do not
succeed in borrowing these additional funds go ‘en masse’ bankrupt. That is what
Stagflation did to the economy at the time. To underpin this reasoning it might be of
interest to look at the simultaneous development of consumer prices and of wholesale
prices and look at which one starts to move first and which development follows. Under
normal inflation one would expect the wholesale prices to rise first not the consumer prices
as happened (in the Netherlands) under stagflation. If this reasoning is correct then we
have a new and very important fact. To read inflationary pressures correctly one must
monitor, model and measure relevant flows of money through the economy as a network.
It is only then that accurate understanding can be gained and governments and Central
Banks can take their role seriously as custodians and monitoring agents of price stability.
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6.3 Debtor and Creditor Nations now a non-zero sum game
!
In his article: ‘Creditors can huff and puff but they depend on debtors!’ in the FT of 2
November 2011, Martin Wolf points out the dual nature of the debtor creditor relationship
and makes a plea for the rediscovery of the mutuality of the relationship, as he implies that
in fact it is a zero sum game. In the real economy it should be, yet if we allow the world of
fancy innovation banking into the equation and the workings of the wolves in the financial
markets, then it is probably not.
!
Whilst I support Wolf’s reasoning and agree with his observation that creditor
nations such as Germany and the Netherlands can insist on their interpretation of the
cause of a crisis like the Greek one, I also agree with his analysis that their reasoning is
false, self-defeating and destabilising. It is false because nearly all crisis-hit countries
suffered more from irresponsible private lending and borrowing than from irresponsible
fiscal policies. It is self-defeating since tightening of fiscal policy will impoverish all. The
whole thinking is destabilising because that way out would mean the creation of an
external Euro surplus.
!
Resolving the internal Euro instability by creating more external instability is a bad
idea. This is especially true since there is abundant money available within the Eurozone.
Wolf states that what is missing is the willingness to take on risks of loss, I would prefer to
say what is missing is the clear separation of money flows serving the national real
economies and those involved in playing the fast global money game with stakes beyond
the imagination of the average politician. If we remember the role Goldman Sachs played
in 2002 buying and disguising some of the Greek debt and letting it re-emerge with
substantially worse conditions, then we get a first glimpse of the fact that the relationship
between debtor and creditor nations in the 21st century is no longer a zero sum game.
!
It might thus be much more helpful to protect the Eurozone nations from such
borrowing. Or at least that the Eurozone creates their own internal market for government
bonds as a full substitute for the global market. When needed the EMU can then keep the
wolves out. As a by-product the internal bond market and boundary measures will bring
more transparency in the governmental budget situations and make it more difficult to
disguise excessive levels of debt. It can thus be expected that transparency in turn will
automatically bring more budgetary discipline.
6.4 The Euro, its origin and current predicaments
-Looked at from the logic of the Clan, the Ego and the Crowd!
Robert Mundell received the Nobel Prize for economics for his contribution to the
analysis of monetary and budgetary analyses in open economies and his theory of
optimal currency areas. As such I like to see him as one of the fathers of the EMU and the
creation of the Euro as a common area currency. In his thinking we can find some of the
economic arguments for the Euro albeit that, in the end, it was not economic but principally
National and Regional political considerations that made the difference and led to the
creation of the EMU and resulted in the creation of the Euro.
!
It is my belief that understanding this political dimension is also essential today in
comprehending the complexities, threats and opportunities of current developments.
Mundell understood this link and expressed it when he stated that big currencies and big
powers go together. According to Mundell big currencies have a few important qualities:
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1. First of all their transaction domain which makes the European Union with a GDP of
$16.2 trillion of which some $12.6 trillion are in € ‘s, comparable to the USA with a
GDP of $14.50 trillion. (IMF 2010 figures)
2. The second is the stability of the monetary policy as such. Stability encourages the use
and attractiveness of such currency. In view of the history, the content of the Maastricht
treaty and the orientation of ECB and the northern European countries on price stability
as their primary target, stability can be seen as a strong point in support of the Euro.
3. A third quality is sufficient power and continuity of the State. This is, considering the
power that could be exercised by Brussels, a definite weak point. However the question
is, is it only power in the traditional sense that matters? (The limitations of such power
exposures and their potential longer term consequences are perhaps the central
question, relevant for true appreciation of the USA situation today.) Are the powers of
connection potentially not much stronger? Is Crowd logic and power relevant here or
even the up-and-coming force?
4. A fourth quality is the extend to which the currency is grounded or not in the real
economy via a value standard, or whether it is just based on trust in the institutions that
created it. The latter is a weakness of both the Dollar and the Euro. It is perhaps also
the domain in which the Euro could create a distinct advantage for itself if it were to
ground itself in its own real economy.
!
Seen from this perspective the Euro is a definite candidate for a permanent big
currency status if it manages to create and get some convincing clarity about the
soundness of its economic and political fundaments and foundations. In the last chapter I
like to make some suggestions as to how this could perhaps be achieved. If the Euro
manages to also redress the last weakness: the absence of the direct link of its value to
the real economy, then it would truly deserve the continued status of a Big currency and
could well be followed by many leaders of emerging nations.
6.5 What will happen to the Euro?
!
This is the title of an article16 by Bernhard Conolly and John Whittaker, written in
2002, in which they conclude that when the Stability Pact loses its credibility and the rising
national debts gets borrowing governments into trouble, the result will be a quarrel about,
‘who should pay up’ to get those governments out of trouble again. The eventual and
painful result will be the re-establishment of national Currencies. Whilst at first sight this
appears an eerie prediction of the current state of the EMU and Euro, when we look
deeper it perhaps tells us another story.
!
The EMU is a form of fixed exchange rate regime, cemented in the form of a
common currency, the Euro. In theory a country could leave this regime but since all
claims are formulated in this currency, the Euro, countries will stick to this regime for as
long that the pain of leaving is greater than the pain of staying. But why should it be painful
at all? Are there no other options and routes out of pain into a more synergetic, cooperative and joyful future?
!
Under traditional monetary policy governments tend to think that they only have two
policy options: one is monetary and the other is budgetary stimulation of their economies.
Under a common currency, monetary stimulation by an individual state is not possible and
hence governments are tempted and often persuaded or forced by their ‘automatic
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stabilisers’ to apply budgetary stimulation and incur deficits that exceed the (3%) limit
agreed in the Stability Pact. To make the situation structurally more difficult is the fact that
in booming times governments tend to forget to reduce their deficits sufficiently to be ready
for more difficult times.
!
Within certain limits a country with an excessive deficit could perhaps call on
internal solidarity but traditional thinking and fierce national political sentiments will and did
quickly kill off such ‘irrational altruistic’ responses. Then fines were deemed to be the
remedy but turned out to be empty threats, since there are no credible mechanisms to
enforce them in the first place nor are there convincing reasons that they might effectively
work.
!
Next is the very sustainability of that same national debt, which observed in detail,
depends on how fast that debt is rising and falling. When inflation is taken into account
then the deficit before interest payment is a useful indicator for the solvency of a country
and the sustainability of the servicing of that debt. When the borrowing has to be done
from the open market then risk premiums will quickly put a price on the perception and
appreciation of the possible default chance. So inflation and growth rates go hand in hand
in order to appreciate the true nature of the developments both by the EMU members and
the market.
!
An unstable situation may well quickly worsen and get out of hand unless some
additional stabilising mechanisms can be found or created, such as internal borrowing
from within the Euro currency community in the form of Euro bonds or other ECB actions.
!
In chapter 7 we will return to this theme and the question why this process need or
need not be painful for the states with excessive governmental debt.
6.6 De-doubling the way to new policy options
!
The dynamics as currently seen in the EMU make it in the eyes of many observers
no longer unlikely that at some stage one or more countries may decide to leave or feel
forced to leave the EMU and re-establish their original currency or create a different more
limited new currency block. The latter seems unlikely unless the UK took the lead in such
an effort that would then result in a constitutional crisis in the EU of mammoth proportions.
Yet something needs to give in if the forces become too great to sustain the situation.
!
So let us ask the question: What could be broken or opened up in order to see new
policy options? The problem that arises when governments are forced to save, cut
expenditure and sharply reduce their debt is that it reduces the money in circulation and
hence squeezes the economy, reduces growth and export possibilities. These are the very
things that would help to resolve and overcome the crisis. So a debt problem becomes a
money issue (money as circulation medium). In a fixed-exchange-rate situation a debtresolution strategy automatically creates a money/circulation problem since Debt is money
and money is debt. So what needs to give in and be broken is this equation. If it is money
that is needed for the economy and if we cannot take on more debt then we need to add
more Credt money! Credt money, by activating B2B unused resources in analogy with the
more-than-60-years old Swiss WIR bank and Credt money as regional circulation medium.
Both types of money can be used as circulation medium and serve their role in the
economy. Debt money naturally belongs in the second or social layer of society. Credt
money is the natural partner of the emerging third layer.
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7. Answering The Question
!
First we look at the urgency that exists outside the EMU, and how this influences
the public opinion within EU countries. We then present measures to stabilise the situation
and regain confidence. Key is resolving the competitiveness issue by separating the debt
problem from the money-circulation issue by shifting to a dual-currency world (Debt and
Credt), and realising that competitiveness becomes a relative and not an absolute problem
!
I like to address the second part of The Question first, in paragraph 7.7 comments
are given on the possibility of a nation state leaving the Eurozone.
” What is the best way for the economic process to be managed to provide the
soundest foundation for the future growth and prosperity of the current
membership?”
!
Before we start I would like to point towards the urgency of resolving the different
issues that are present. The Urgency appears at roughly three levels. From large to
smaller, from world towards Euro these are:
• Global urgency. It is interesting to notice that in the US economy, the link between
consumption and own production is the most broken and the global money system has
stepped into the gap. China's development of its economy is currently also based on a
structural imbalance between production and consumption. This is only temporarily
possible for as long as there are economies that have the opposite pattern and as long
as the monetary system will allow and tolerate it. Or could it be true that the global
financial system creates such imbalances? Whatever the answer to the last question, we
can say the two economies, USA and China, fell into each other’s arms neither of them
able to continue on their path without the other. The fall of either of these two giants
would bring the economic world crashing down unless the EMU and the Euro could
stand on their own feet and have a solid enough foundation. This chapter is focusing on
answering The Question in order to depict the basic script that may just do that: Set the
EMU and the Euro currency block on independent solid foundations ready to withstand
the real tsunami that could occur if one of the real import/export giants USA or China got
a serious cold. As is usual in high politics and strategic games it is better to divert
attention away from the real issues and focus on a less important issue elsewhere such
as the Euro and its weak links, the internal trade imbalances, and the large levels of
sovereign national debt.
• EMU urgency. For the EMU it is urgent because the continuation of the current crisis
undermines the political credibility of the current political leaders and feeds the general
anti-Brussels, anti-EMU and often negative Euro sentiments amongst the general public
in many European states.
• Euro urgency. There is urgency from a Euro perspective because not resolving it brings
the Euro zone in a deep and long-lasting recession which, in the same way as the
previous point, strengthens the cynical and anti-European sentiments amongst the
public. It weakens the European economies and feeds the speculative Euro-destruction
sentiments present in the roots of the global financial markets.

!
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!
The EMU and Euro are so vulnerable because they have an a-symmetrical setup
based on social political considerations, aimed at strengthening economic cooperation and
hoping that it might lead to monetary and fiscal integration and harmonisation. The market
has outgrown itself and can attack any financial target it wishes and the EU seemed an
easy target with mega chances for trillion-size gains. But the EMU is because of its asymmetrical set up capable of fast learning. Who will outfox who? As a European the
question for me is:
What could be the ingredients that would, most likely, result in a positive turn, and
set the EU, the EMU and the Euro on a renewed path of positive development?
7.1 Stabilising and regaining confidence
!
The key problem in the EU, as seen by many, is the lack of competitiveness of the
southern and western peripheral economies. A solution for that issue must be found to
stabilise the situation. Once resolved the door opens to systematically address the
subsequent associated issues needed to stabilise the situation and regain the confidence
of the public and the markets.
!
In the current fractional reserve banking system, money is borrowed into existence
and therefore the following equation holds true:
MONEY is DEBT and DEBT is MONEY
!
As we have seen MONEY is only half a transaction, it can start with taking a loan
and we have a Debt or it can start with ‘giving’ or performing an activity and we have a
Credt. When we reach the limits of what the Debt-based system can do, the only option
left, is to activate and use the possibilities of Credt-based money. Once the money
circulation issue has been addressed we can separately attend to the competitiveness and
sovereign debt problems.
7.1.1 Resolving the competitiveness issue
!
The resolution of the competitiveness problems in the eastern, southern and
western corners of the EU is ‘the-not-wanting-to-resolve-it’ as the problem is a non-issue.
Wanting to resolve it is like saying in our community we only want to have young adults.
The elderly must get younger, and the young must learn to behave like adults because
they all need to perform to the same standard: if they do not we will punish them.
!
The real problem is the dynamics and criteria used by the fractional reserve banking
system, which are unsuitable for local conditions. With the introduction of the Credt route,
localised solutions can be allowed to emerge or put in place. The best way to introduce a
local money infrastructure is in the form of PPPs (Public Private Partnership).
7.1.2 Creating a financial Thames barrier
!
If there is a northern storm and a spring tide, then the waters in the southern North
Sea will reach dangerous heights, and river estuaries, inland towns and cities will be
flooded unless there are barriers to protect against such calamities. The Dutch have their
dykes and the English their Thames barrier. If global financial storms and hurricanes
sweep the EMU, then the EMU also need protective barriers to separate the financial
structure in service to the real economy from the outside destructive forces of a market
hurricane. To do that it needs to create a practical plan for the factual split of the current
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financial services and banking system and industry into two distinctly separate streams.
One to serve the real economy and one that is allowed to speculate and trade long and
short in financial futures, derivatives and other exotic financial products for profit but under
special government licences. The bankers, working in service to the real economy must be
organised and work like doctors and lawyers under a professional and ethical code of
conduct and have relevant certified qualifications.
!
The purpose of the split is to recreate a banking industry geared solely towards
service to the real economy, rather than to continue to allow the current system to dictate
to business their main focus and orientation. We should remember here that the financial
system operates in the dynamics of abundance and has completely outgrown the real
economy by more than a factor of 25 and has by default taken over the lead from
business. In certain countries it has also taken over the political system as it can buy all
main political candidates or their supporting infrastructure. In other words the wagon is
leading the horses which is a frightful prospect if you are coming down a mountain road.
7.1.3 A path to stabilise the sovereign debt situation
!
The Maastricht treaty sets clear limits to levels of sovereign debt and budgetary
imbalances. To force compliance the possibility exists for the EU to impose a financial
penalty. As reasoned by many people, only the threat of a penalty works, because a real
penalty makes the actual debt and economic situation worse.
!
I propose to accept the calls to make the imposition of a penalty mandatory, and
change its form. The form should become: the obligation to introduce credt-based
demurrage currencies for local and regional use (Woergl type of arrangement see 3.2.3),
under the supervision of the triad ECB, IMF and EU. The debt-spending should, with
immediate effect, be brought back within agreed limits.
!
Based on all of the above measures confidence should return and markets calmed,
and the real work to re-invent the financial system in the EU can begin.
7.2 Position and Roles of the ECB and national Central Banks
!
Under current monetary thinking the ECB could reduce the interest rate for all its
member states together. This brings some relief since it stimulates demand and reduces
government debt interest if the market is willing to step in. The Market on the other hand
can use whatever excuse it likes to further differentiate the borrowing rates for each and
every member state as it sees fit, be it from a supportive attitude or be it motivated from an
aggressive speculative mindset. However if the market no longer believes, or has a vested
interest, in not serving the EMU agenda, then the EMU will have to find for itself the
resources and funds to support and finance the shortfalls in government budgets. The
clearest candidate to organise and structure such a complex effort would be the ECB
together with all national central banks of the member states.
!
There is sufficient capital in the EU to serve its own economy. The best strategy
would thus be to take the future into one’s own hands.
7.2.1 Monitor the working capital requirements of the EU economy
!
If the future is one of co-existing debt and credt money systems the role of inflation
monitoring and setting of interest rates can only be done adequately if the ECB and
Central Banks are given a new key role: the monitoring of the working capital requirements
of the EU economy.
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!
The national central banks can be charged with the operational execution of the
operational monitoring of the ‘working capital requirements‘ of the national economies. The
annual ‘growth’ requirements should be adjusted for the structural changes that take place
in each economy in terms of payment behaviour and fiscal and financial infrastructure.
7.2.2 The EMU to be its own Government Bond market
!
The EMU could chose to become its own bond market with different interest rates
for different nations depending on their adherence to or deviation from the criteria of the
Maastricht treaty. The moneys can be provided by EU pension funds, private EU citizens
and the remainder created by the ECB. The revenues received by the ECB for this effort
should go directly into financing the EU. (The FED did the same to the USA government
bond in 2011 they paid $ 84 x 109 for a portfolio at net 2.7% which is worth more than $ 3.1
x 1012 ). Let us say 80% of this amount is to be used to reduce the EU contribution of
individual states. The mechanism should be transparent, and supervised by the European
Parliament.
7.2.3 ECB as creator of money for an increase in EU working capital
!
If we accept the idea that the ECB will be allowed to create the additional funds
needed for the internal EU bond market then it is a logical next step that the ECB will also
create the moneys needed to accommodate economic growth. Such moneys can be
‘allocated’ to individual nations through their own national banks and reduce the amounts
of tax those states need to raise. The supervision of this mechanism should be given to
the European parliament, since it strengthens the democratic nature of the EU.
7.2.4 ECB as clearing house for inter bank lending
!
The long term lending (three years) by the ECB in December 2011 already indicates
that the ECB is moving in this direction. The reasons for it are probably heavily influenced
by the fact that banks who operate both in support of the real economy and in financial
stratospheres can no longer trust each other and prefer to park their excessive billions of
Euros with the ECB and borrow from the ECB. So by default the ECB becomes a key hub
in the financial market itself. This development is good news as it gives the ECB valuable
information and allows it to have a deeper view into the inner structure and developments
of the EU economy. At the same time it does not change the role of ECB as banker of last
resort.!
7.3 Banks in trouble? Provide equity and bring them back to basics
!
Banks, as we have seen, are operating on the one hand in support and as part of
the real economy and on the other hand are mostly profit maximisers through their money
market and global financial services activities. The boundaries have often become very
fuzzy. So separating the true banking activities in service and support of the real economy
from the rest (the ‘more profitable’ and thus profit-producing ‘banking’ activities) will not be
easy and will thus take time.
!
Co-operatively owned banks that serve the local and the real economy would be
ideal vehicles to re-connect capital with the capital base vested in the economy itself.
Whilst this might be a distant dream, banks that get themselves into trouble and that are
too big to fail or too important for the nation state or region, are best helped by giving them
equity. With the provision of equity a more-than-proportionate share of dividends should be
negotiated. (Similar to what Soros did with Goldman Sachs). The ownership can either
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stay with the government or be placed in the hands of the community through pension
funds or other forms of public or co-operative ownership.
!
Reasoned from this perspective, under no condition would one bring ownership of
banks back on to the global financial market. The intention of the Dutch government to
dispose of their holdings in ABN-AMRO would then be an illogical move to which the EMU
should object.
7.3.1 Bankers objections!
!
An obvious objection from the current banking sector might be that it would take the
banks out of many transactions. The answer to the banks would be: This is not the case if
you get involved in offering accounts and services towards B2B solutions and other forms
of special purpose currencies. A business reason for banks to get involved is that they can
benefit from the naturally adjusting tendency of such currencies and can continue to offer
their clients the required services, support and funds even if they themselves are in an
(self) imposed credit squeeze.
7.4 A path for Money as a Medium of Exchange
!
The obligation for governments, central banks and the EMU as a whole to measure
and monitor the money flows circulating in the real economy and to manage these flows by
taking measures to ensure adequate circulation medium is available throughout their
economies. The circulation media monitored should include debt- and credt-based money.
!
The fractional reserve debt based system is naturally suited for the competitionbased second-system layer of society, whilst Credt-based systems are the natural partner
for the third layer in society. Credt-based systems are the logical answer to resolve debt
problems but are also opportunities for specific purpose currencies to organise the social
process around the financing of education, creating a booming arts sector or tackling the
complexities of health and elderly care.
7.5 A path for Money as a Standard of Value
!
Currently we have a system of floating exchange rates whereby the market sets the
rates without any reference to an objective value standard. The Dollar as the initial
reference currency is legal tender by law and thus it is its own standard. In other words if
the amount of dollars doubled whilst the amount of goods and services and all other
variables remain constant, then the value of the $ should get halved yet it does not. In
other words the expansion of the $ is a permanent source of potential international
monetary instability and of global inflation. Dollar creation will thus exercise a permanent
and mainly (for many) invisible turbulence causing pressure on the global financial system.
This is unsettling for businesses and public alike. Since the FED as a private institute is in
control and both the USA and Chinese economies are structurally leaning against each
other for balance, markets can easily be unbalanced by any deliberate or unforeseen
combination of facts or incidents.
!
The newly created Euro is also a fiat currency based on trust without a reference
value. It is unclear in my eyes to what extent there is equally uncontrolled money creation
as is the case in the $ sphere. For a lasting and durable big currency status, as Mundell
argued, a currency needs a value standard for it to be a Standard of Value. It thus seems
wiser if the EMU and within it the € block took their future in their own hands and created
a reference base for the intrinsic valuation of the Euro. Gold and other material standards
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belonged to the industrial age. We now need an information-based standard that links the
Euro value to the real economy.
7.5.1 A basket of real economy transactions as the Standard of Value
!
There are a few different reasonable approaches possible but they can be brought
under a common theme:
A basket of real commodity transactions and some services out of the real economy
as the basis for the value of the Euro.
!
In the same way that the index for the cost of living is based on a basket of goods
and services a reference value for the Euro could be created within the Euro block based
on real economic transactions. Initially this could be done just as a reported Reference
Value. Once it proves itself to be relevant, it might at a later date get more directly coupled
to such transactions in real life and thus transforming the Euro from a fiat currency into a
real reference currency. The basic ideas can be worked out based on Bernard Lietaer’s
concept of the Terra17 . The whole should be adjusted to the specific situation and
conditions of the Euro block and other relevant political and economic considerations. For
it to work it should be based only on the real economy with the financial services sector
excluded, for as long as separation has not yet been realised of ‘banking for the real
economy’ from the rest of the financial services industry.
7.6 A path for Money as a Store of Value
!
Money as capital is a wonderful shadow quality that financial wizards love as it
allows constant shape shifting between Medium of Exchange and Capital (stored Value)
initially via profits and these days even more via the fantastic world of Futures, OTC; IRD;
CDS and other Derivatives and other even more exotic financial constructs that DK Matai
called: 18 The one Quadrillion Dollar Derivatives Bubble ($190.000 per earthling). The size
makes it clear that the latter has become a much more important channel than profits.
Unfortunately its leverage potential is also larger and hence the structural risks it brings
with it. (I leave the discussion a side whether this is real value creation and thus a genuine
economic activity or just a disguise for a massive money creation scheme and take this
reality as given).
One of the problems of this shape shifting is that it can liberate and mobilise relatively
easily very large sums of money which make it possible to threaten and attack a given firm
(called hostile take-over bid) or attack specific markets or types of clients such as different
governments as is the case with the heavily indebted periphery countries of the EMU like
Greece and Ireland. In addition these stores of value can be repatriated at any moment
and be replaced by new debt leaving the original life-giving organisation struggling for
survival and often facing sudden death. Also for new projects it allows easy fund
misappropriation (as the World bank repeatedly found out19 ) and hence it is also the ideal
vehicle for corruption at a grand and massive scale.
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From holy Trinity (all functions combined in One) to triality (three differentiated functions)
!
7.6.1 Re-invent the concept of ownership
!
If capital were to remain connected to the creative assets themselves, and thus to
the life-giving and creative qualities of the organisation, then all stakeholders would be
able to benefit. It would also enhance the chances that the economic benefits of the
investments in projects would actually manifest themselves in reality, and do away with
this graveyard of fancy project start-ups we find throughout the third world. For this to
happen it is necessary to re-invent the concept of ownership so the incentive and
possibilities for capital repatriation disappear and the new concepts validate and anchor
the rights and obligations for all stakeholders.
7.6.2 Look at models that keep capital locked in the real economy
!
If we see the real economy as the economic infrastructure that produces and
carries the economic wealth of the community, then it would also mean that claims on the
future (pensions etc.) are best grounded in that same productive infrastructure.
!
The strong trend to separate the capital from the productive asset that have
emerged due to the pressures of the financial markets should therefore be freshly looked
at, contained and perhaps to some degree reversed. If central banks were to take it as
their obligation to understand the circulation of money through the economy as one of their
prime responsibilities then they could become a leading force in the efforts and attempts
to bring capital back into the hearts and minds of the community. This can be done by
looking at models through which the real economy and the capital function can be more
intimately linked by creating instruments that ground the appropriate system drivers into
the financial system design.
!
The result to aim for should be that investment flows through market forces will
become differently directed. Stated in popular terms the slogan would then become:
“We want to own our own yard before we own faraway places”.
7.6.3 Give pension funds adjusted objectives
!
Capital-based pension funds could, together with local or regional government, take
the lead in this direction. The name of the game then becomes to take positions in regional
economic networks rather than industries or sectors.
!
To do that we should give capital-based pension funds newly oriented objectives.
The result to aim for is that investment funds and private (socially motivated) capital
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become an active (and thus affective) stake-holder in the re-invention and innovation of
their own economics-based network society.
7.7 The case for leaving the EMU
!
If the EMU would simply continue to exercise pressure on the over-indebted
nations, without any attention to the money circulation of those economies and the
suffering and impoverishment it would cause then the pain might become intolerable. The
situation might politically, financially and culturally explode and turn into different forms of
chaos. That might open a kind of Argentina scenario, although it should be remembered
that Greece and all European states are much more financially integrated and connected
to a complex network of financial institutions than Argentina ever was. It would not be easy
nor desirable to disconnect from this network and there would be no winners.
The country leaving would be one of the indebted ones and hence its new (old) currency
would devaluate quickly to restore the competitive balance and by doing so, it would make
the weight of the foreign debt even more unbearable. The wolves would have a field day
and the back door of the Eurozone would be wide open and invite other and even more
massive attacks as this would be too good an opportunity to miss the kill of a lifetime. In
the end there would be no winners so I cannot see this scenario happen despite all the
speculating and jostling in the camp of wolves, bulls and bears.

‘The forgotten book’ by Peter Kurgan; 2009
If we see that the issues stem from acting and thinking more of the same, we can leave
this behind, pick up the book and read our future.
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Appendix I: Glossary of Terms
Credt - A term devised by Joseph van Keulen to be the opposition of Debt, in order to give
form and meaning to the dual aspect of money in relation to is creation impulse. This
makes it possible to talk about debt-money and credt-money as two differently operating
kinds of money. Debt with a fluctuating and Credt with a naturally adjusting tendency.
De-double - A relative new verb that describes the act of splitting: what was always seen
as one, and treated as such, can now be seen as two. In other words it was 'doubled up' in
itself. Un-doubling is making a step on the evolutionary ladder by taking away a veil and
allowing a new combination to appear.
The Question - The capital letters indicate a defined term. In this case the WEP MMXII
question: “If member states leave the Economic and Monetary Union, what is the best way
for the economic process to be managed to provide the soundest foundation for the future
growth and prosperity of the current membership?”
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